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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, January 15, 1948

rass Economy Best For
ounty, Graham Says
Report On Farming

9-Month-Old Siren

Merger Of School
Districts Advised
In Survey Report

Number 29

MARCH OF DIMES QUEEN

Federal Aid For
Soil Conservation
Greatly Reduced

Caldwell Allotment Cut
By $46,000; Fewer Soil
Saving Practices Approved For 1948

Many Advantages To
Be Gained Here, L. E.
Meese, U. Of K. Specialist, Says

In a heretofore unpublished
With the cut of more than 50
percent in federal funds for 1948
survey of the Caldwell county
soil conservation and improveschool system, prepared last year
ment
in Kentucky,
Caldwell
by L. E. Meese, of the Bureau
county will get $28,252 instead of
of School Services, University of
the approximately $75,000 receivKentucky, the following conclused last, Mrs. Lillian Pruett, secldwcll county is best suitions were arrived at:
Eight C a g e Teams To
retary of the Agricultural Cona grass economy, J. F. Mile-O-Dimes Nets $67
1. "Consolidation of the two
servation Association, said this
Compete; Trophies To
am said in the county For Polio Control
Martha Ann Cash is the school districts would make posweek Approximately 22 cents
ts' outline of (agricultural
Be Awarded
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph sible larger and better elemenIn the Mile-O-Dimes, conductwill
be allotted here a crop acre,
ovements planned here for
Eight cage teams will compete L. Cash, 210 W. Main street. tary and secondary schools."
ed Saturday by Joe Long and
compared to 60 cents in 1947.
of progress made under the
Combining
the t w o
units
members of the Teen Age Club, for championship and runner-up Little Miss Cash was born
M. D. Royae, State chairman
and coming years and rewould make possible one large
$67 was received for use in the Tournament for the underpri- April 5, 1947.
of the Production and Marketing
tnsion Department last year.
central high school for all chilCaldwell County March of Dimes trophies in the fourth annual
Administration, said last week
Graham was county agent
Basketball
dren of the county, Mr. Meese
Campaign, James Catlett, direc- Rotary Invitational
the
cut will pose new difficulties
I until September, when he
said. "A small high school cantor, set id Wednesday. He said vileged to be held, Thursday, Frifor farmers striving to meet
loned, and was succeeded by
not, without excessive costs, proletters asking donations will be day and Saturday, Jan. 29, 30 and
higher production goals set by
A. Mabry.
vide all services demanded of a
put in the mail this weekend 31, in the Fredonia High School
the Department of Agriculture.
he
following summarizes and asks the people of Prince- gymnasium.
modern school system. If a good
The cut was ordered notwithested methods of improving ton to contribute generously. The
Teams scheduled to play in the
Indicates General Pros- j county and city high school is
standing the fact
Kentucky
julture in Caldwell county drive
Charleston,
established at Princeton and adeofficially opens
J a n - tournament a r e :
growers never have been able
perity;
Five-Day
Week
steps made in that direction uary 15.
Dawson Springs, Butler, Lyon
quate transportation
provided
to carry out all conservation
1947, as contained in the
Not Likely Here
County, Fredonia, Frances, Marit is not unreasonable to expect
practices recommended by the
w3 report of Mr. Graham and
ion and Salem. Drawings for opBanking business in Princeton, within a few yea re 90 percent
experts, he added.
- Mabry.
ponents and playing times will indicative of the general pros- of the children of high school
Eleven practices are approved
• a long point of view, we
be Saturday, at which time offi- perity of the community, was as age would be enrolled. Consolifor the 1948 program as comlid expect to increase the
cials will be chosen by coaches good or better in 1947 than in dation
of elementary
school
pared to 19 last year, he said,
Iber of livestock. At the presof the teams, Russell Goodaker, any previous year in the history areas would provide at least one
adding:
we are a feed deficit
chairman of
the tournament of the two banks, Henry Sevison, teacher for each grade."
"Even though the 11 soil-saving
Agriculture Head Also
ty. Expansion of a livestock
committee, said.
president of the First National
2. "Consolidation would unify
practices in the 1948 program in| will depend largely on Warns Rationing
Gold basketballs will be award- Bank, and J. B. Lester, president control, avoid duplication of efclude most of the major prac*y to increase feed supplies.
ed
each of the ten outstanding of the Farmer's National Bank, fort and help eliminate some
Selected as Caldwell County March of Dimes Cam- tices used by Kentucky farmers
Will
Be
Necessary
ows and pastures, corn and
players in the tournament select- said Tuesday.
'waste resulting from the present paign Queen, Clydia Ruth Young, 5-year-old daughter of
in past years, because of limited
Washington—Secretary of Agil grains, good seed, soil and
ed by a committee, Mr. Goodaker
district
organization."
Commenting
on
a
bill
being
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Young, knows the horrors of infan- funds most counties will be able
• management, and silos and riculture Anderson asked Con- said.
prepared by the Kentucky BankInstead of being divided, all
to approve for federal assistance
gress
Tuesday
for
power
to
bulidings to conserve feed
Traveling expenses of each ers Association for the State leg- school revenue could be directed tile paralysis. Clydia was a victim of the disease at the only a part of the 11 practices."
lies will influence the prof- clamp wholesale price ceilings on team will be paid by the Princeage of 2. This beautiful child, with a gallant spirit, overislature, to permit banks to to the needs of one system, Mr
Caldwell county has asked ape increase of livestock and meat and added:
ton Rotary Cub.
came her handicap to the extent that she can now walk proval of 10 practices for federadopt
a
five-day
week
if
they
Meese
reported.
"No
school
sys"We will want both price conco production.
so desired, Mr. Lester said:
tem can advance beyond the vis- and play.
al aid, Mrs. Pruett said, includrn occupies each year ap- trols and rationing on meat and
"I doubt if country banks in ion and leadership of the supering spreading of lime, spreading
we
will
want
them
before
this
imately 25,000 of the 120,000
Uniting the
units
Kentucky will ever close o n ' a intendent.
of phosphate on eligible crops,
of crop land. We are seek- spring is over."
weekday, except possibly for would make it possible for the
establishing or improving perAnderson, appearing before the
over a period of time, to rehalf-days
during summer months, board of education to secure an
manent pasture, establishing winthis acreage, yet increase Senate Banking Committte, said,
The coldest weather of the seain keeping with business hours outstanding educational leader
ter cover crops, contour farming
however, he didn't think there
total corn yield,
son was recorded Wednesday
for
its
school
system."
of
other
concerns."
of row crops, construction of
Selections
Are
Made
would
be
a
need
for
retail
price
"bacco is a major source of
morning by the official U. S.
Mr.
Sevison,
who
Tuesday
cel3.
"Consolidation
would
give
standard
terraces and planting
Bonds
Of
City
Officials
e on about half the farms, ceilings on meat.
For USDA Board At
weather thermometer kept by A.
ebrated his 10th anniversary as children and adults of the counforrest trees.
He
said
he
thought
the
time
s have been increased four
Called Meeting Monday president of the First National, ty more educational advantages M. Harvill, Eddyville road, when Accepted At Council
five hundred pounds an acre for rationing would come "when
the mercury sank to 14 degrees. Meeting
R. A. Mabry, county agent, was said: "I do not favor closing on from each tax dollar."
e last 10 or 12 years. Im- meat has virtually disappeared
General Assembly Session
At 11:30 o'clock in the morning
"With senior and junior high
The appraisal report of Princeements in quality have been from the counters. He previously named to replace J. F. Graham any business day of the week,
with the "sun shining a cool 18
property, by Costs Taxpayers $215,000
Greater emphasis, how- had predicted a severe shortage as chairman of the Caldwell unless retail merchants also clos schools of between 800 and 1,000 degrees was registered. The Ken- ton's municipal
Frankfort — iff) —- Kentucky's
County
USDA
Council
at
a
called
ed
the
same
day"
as
is
"becoming
F
r
a
n
k
Dannattell,
Evansville,
pupils
each,
the
school'
system
of
meat
in
the
spring.
should be placed on the
tucky Weather Bureau predict1948
law making will cost taxmeeting
Monday.
Mrs.
Lillian
quite
a
common
practice.
You
was
read
at
Monday
night's
could
offer
a
diversified
program
Anderson supported a bill by
aration for market, disease
ed about five-degree below norpayers approximately $215,000.
Pruett,
AAA
secretary,
was
reunderstand
of
course,,
that
the
Council
meeting,
attended
by
all
designed
to
meet
needs
of
all
its
Sen.
Flanders
(R-Vt.),
to
be
inxol and housing and curing
mal temperatures for the reTop item is the $120,000 "per
councilmen and the Mayor.
troduced shortly, authorizing the elected secretary of the Council. bill before the legislature allows pupils. Music, art, pupil guid mainder of the week.
ities.
diem"
of the .legislators, $100,835
banks
to
clo6e
or
remain
open
ance,
vocational
education,
health
Members
of
the
Council
are:
The
total
appraisal
of
more
Hos, a long needed means of Agriculture Department to get
for the 100 House members and
at
their
discretion.
The
provilege
services
and
supervision
could
be
R.
A.
Mabry,
chairman;
Mrs.
than
$486,000
embraced
all
the
ready
for
meat
rationing.
.
It
serving and preserving feed,
Directors And Officers
city'3 property and equipment, $19,437 for the 38 senators and
'beginning to receive attention would take a second act of Con- Lillian Pruett, secretary; H. E. probably will not be exercised provided at reasonable costs."
except
by
banks
in
large
cities."
Brandon,
Jr.,
farmers
home
adDesirable
outcome
of
a
mer
including w a t e r
distributing their presiding officer, the lieugress
to
order
this.
Elected
For
Country
Club
iarmers. We are pleased with
tenant governor.
ger, Mr. Meese said, would be
The secretary testified in favor ministrator; J. D. Alexander, U.
Directors, elected for terms of system.
attention and interest farmEach member gets $15 a day,
S.
Farm
Loan
Association;
Miss
seriously
dependent
upon
an
Bonds
of
policemen
and
other
one, two and three years at the
are giving silo construction. of an administration bill which
Tigers Lose Three Games;
Wilma Vandiver, home demonelection of a board of education annual meeting of stockholders city officials were read and ac- except the lieutenant governor
would
empower
the
government
ronomy
sration
agent; Ralph N^son, Jackets Win Two Of Three for the combined unit which of the Princeton Country Club cepted at the session. Interest and the speaker of the House,
t this date figures on ton- to impose "selective" controls on Forest Service; Oliver Allcock,
Butler High School Tigers were would place welfare of children Monday night, were: one year, coupons totaling $1,032.50 were who gets $20 each. In addition,
wagesand
prices
if
other
meth(es of agricultural lime and
defeated
in the last three cage above favoritism, which would R. U. Kevil, Mark Cunningham destroyed. The coupons represent- each of the 139 gets $50 for staSoil
Conservation
Service,
and
ilizers used in the county last ods fail to control inflation.
games,
played
against Greenvil- have impartial interest for all and Rudy Cantrell; two years, ed interest charges, due January tionery and 15 cents a mile for
Mrs.
Ray
Martin,
REA.
At the same time Sen. Morse
are not available. IndicaHerman B r e n d a, agriculture le, Lyon County and Morgan- areas of the county, and which William McElroy, J. B. Lester 1, on water works bonds of the one round-trip to and from home,
(R-Ore.)
introduced
a
bill
proare we will approach 20,000
would elect a superintendent and W. L. Mays, and three city, valued at $59,000. Recom- except the senator and representeacher, was recommended to re- field.
of lime used and probably viding for an economic stabilizaGreenville came from behind and
teachers on professional years, Roy Rowland, Merle Drain mendations of A. J. Lynn, Louis- tative who live in Frankfort.
place H. J. Watson, who resigntion
co-ordinator
to
fight
high
0 tons of fertilizer. A much
to
defeat
the
Princeton
cagers
qualifications.
ed as teacher of agriculture, on
and Stanley Sharp. After the ville, aiding in installing an adeter quantity of
fertilizer prices by emergency measures
39 to 37 in two overtime periods
the board.
The survey was not sufficient stockholders meeting, the new quate bookkeeping system here,
short
of
price
control
and
rad have been used, had it
All agencies except the U. S. last Thursday night here. Lyon ly detailed lh the opinion of the directors met and named officers were read.
available. To our know- tioning.
Farm Loan Association and the County High topped the Butler Board of Education for action for 1948. W. C. Sparks was reCollections of $470.42 from the
Anderson
told
the
Senate
group
Ige, three cars of raw rock
S o i l Conservation Association squad 30-27 Saturday at Kutta- to be taken, L. C. Taylor, super elected president and Edwin Bobbie L. Nichols trust fund
sphate were used by Septem- "We do need and we may have
are loeated in the courthouse. The wa. The local quintet lost to intendent of city schools, said Lamb was elected vice president. and $13.50 from the George Coon
1 This is the first year raw to use select price controls" on
Council studied the possibility of Morganfield Tuesday night here Mr. Meese was able to spend
trust fund, payable to the city,
But Governor's Request
k phosphate has been looked meat. He did not say whether he
housing all agriculture organiza- 50 to 39.
only a short time in preparation
was reported. The amounts were
wanted
the
controls
on
live
catn with much favor by farmers,
First
Meeting
Of
Rose
Is Far Under MiniFredonia Yellow Jackets were of the survey, he added.
tions of the county in one buildordered placed in the general
o aid in agronomy projects tle or only on meat sold by
defeated 54 to 33 by Wickliffe
Club Held At Library
ing.
mum Needs
expense funds, most of the total
year a soil leaders' meeting packers.
An organizational meeting of to be for upkeep of Cedar Hill
The purpose of the USDA last Thursday night in an in- Miss Betty Lindle To
A 1948-50 biennium approEh an attendance of 17 was
the Princeton Rose Club was cemetery.
Council is to exchange informa- vitational preliminary to a colpriation of $6,133,606 for operad. We conducted a soils clinic
held at the George Coon Library * Construction of a septic tank tion of the University of Kention and discuss
agricultural lege contest at Paducah. The feive Piano Recital
which 25 participated. Two
»
problems of mutual interest to Jackets won a game with Char- J Miss
Betty Lindle will be pre Tuesday night. Dr. C. F. Engle at the Cedar Hill cemetery, resi- tucky was recommended-in- Gov,
m and home water supply
the ageiiL'ius, and TOT carrying lesttfrf 61 t o 23-srTreaCHlaT Fri- sented in piano recital at - Butler hardt was elected president of dence, under the supervision of Earle Clements' budget message
"tings were held, on a leadout such assignments as may be day, and edged out Trigg Coun- High Auditorium Friday night the new club and Henry Sevi- Harold McConnell, superintend- to the General Assembly.
meeting with 18 attending,
made by the Secretary of Agri- ty by a score of 49 to 46 on the Jan. 23, at 8 o'clock. The public son secretary. Dr. Engl^hardt ent of works, was approved. The
The figure, $1,237,206 short of
one open to all interested
Top Orades Bringing
Tuesday is invited. Her program will be gave a talk on rose culture and committee in charge of renting the University's request for its
culture, Mrs. Lillian Pruett, sec- Jackets' home floor
52 attending. Our local atnight.
$25 Over Government
retary,- said.
announced in next week's issue explained procedure of allilia- the residence reported having operation in the 2-year period,
dance for our winter short
tion with the American Rose So- done so and was discharged. Re- did not include capital outlay,
rse held at the Experiment •Support Prices
ciety. Discussion at the meeting port was made of complaints oc- an item which evidently was
-Station Farm, was 120 and
Kentucky Burley tobacco mar- Tobacco Specialist To
centerecj about whether to or- casioned by throwing of ashe6 scheduled for consideration later.
for the two days. A tobacco kets Monday paid highest prices Give Talk Here Jan. 22
ganize as a general garden club in streets and a notice asking
The University, in its budget
ders' meeting was held with in at least 28 years, averaging
A talk on tobacco with emphaor as a rose club. A meeting was for discontinuance of the practice draft announced last Oct. 9, had
attendance of 58.
$51.90 a hundredweight. Prices sis on varieties, fertilization and
set for February 10, when plans is being published.
asked $3,000,000 annually for
Jemonstrations of
blasting dipped Tuesday 41 cents for the diseases will be given by Russell
for the club will be completed.
The
following
local
story,
capital outlay (new buildings)
"gentlemen
let
me
tell
you
of
ches on two farms were held, third highest seasonal price.
Hunt, tobacco specialist of t h e
during the biennium, and it was
proximately 4,000 feet of ditch
Masonic Building Has
An average of $45.99 was set University of Kentucky, at the clipped from an old Twice-A- my last night's experience. Beconsidered probable those funds
blasted on the farms. About at Hopkinsville floors, where a courthouse Thursday night, Jan. Week Leader, is of the kind that ing five miles from your town, Community Farmers Meet New Nedh Lodge Sign
will be supplied later to assign
farmers witnessed the demon- movement of 254,978 pounds was 22, at 7 o'clock, R. A. Mabry, gives rise to legends. The event, tired and hungry, I asked Mr. To Form Extension Clubs
A large four-section neon sign, surplus funds to meet such exfation, and our information is reported. Farmers were paid county agent, said. Colored slides first reported in The Princeton Sam Samuels for something to
Meetings will be held in three with emblems of four Princeton
Banner, is presumed to have hap- eat and a night's lodging. I was
penditures.
it many others have observed $117,256.76.
will be shown. Aynone interest- pened early in 1901. Mayor W. L. given plenty to eat but the only communities this week and next societies, wa3 erected on the MaThe request by the Governor
results. The cost of this ditchThe United States Department ed in the growing of tobacco is
for the purpose of continuing the sonic building, corner of Market
for funds for the University repwas approximately 10 cents of Agriculture reported deliver- invited to hear Mr. Hunt, Mr. Cash says the principals named lodging I could get was in a barn organization of comtp unity Exstreet and West Court Square
were all residents of Princeton. where a negro woman had been
resented an increase of $1,248,lineal foot for a ditch 3 ies to the Burley associations Mabry said.
The clipping was turned in to murdered 25 years ago. Not be- tension Clubs here and outlining last Friday. Lodges represented 256 over the current biennium,
t deep, two feet at bottom were smallest of the season. Top
The Leader office by Hular ing afraid of ghosts, I retired. programs for the year, R. A. Ma- on the sign, ordered from an
although it was below Universi8 feet across the top.
grades were sold at prices runWynn, of Eddyville.
About midnight I was awakened bry, county agent, said this week. Evansville firm, are: Clinton ty expectations.
Market
Street
Parking
To
(Please turn to Page six)
ning as high as $25 over govern"Chief Wilson caught a hobo by a woman in white with a The Princetort meeting will be Lodge 82; Clay Royal Asch,
Including capital outlay, the
ment support levels. Rejections Be Parallel To Curb Only trying to steal a ride at the Un- black face. She told me she had Thursday, Jan. 15, in the court- Chapter 28; Princeton CommanUniversity had sought $13,370,812
vyere light.
Parking stripes will be paint- ion depot this morning,
and been murdered 25 years ago. I house. Ferdonia farmers, origin- dery 35, K. T., and the Order of
for the next 2 years. University
Dark Fired sales in Hopkins- ed as soon as weather permits quite a number of citizens went told her I was sorry but it had aly scheduled to meet Tuesday, the Eastern Star.
President H. L. Donovan said
ville averaged $29.51 a hundred on the north side of Market to the Police court to hear the been too • long ago for me to will meet Friday at the schoolthis amount represented "the
street, between Harrison and trial—Judge Coleman assessed a help her. She then gave me this house. The Friendship communipounds Tuesday.
minimum number
of
dollars
Jefferson streets, for parking of fine of ten dollars or 20 days in small handkerchief end told me ty meeting will be Monday. All Collins Attends Church
needed
to
operate
the
University
cars
parallel
to
the
curb,
Police
jail. The prisoner had no mo- if I ever got into trouble to wave meetings will be at 7 o'clock at Executive Meeting
$10,000 More Asked
Chief Roy Rosser said this week. ney and was about to be taken it and man and beast would be night, Mr. Mabry said.
Rev. Tom W. Collins attended in an efficient manner."
For Mammoth C a v e
He asked residents here to ob- to the rock pile when he took my friend. I soon fell asleep
a meeting of the executive comWashington — An increase of serve parking regulations and from his pocket a small lace again, and was awakened again Home From Hospital
mittee of the State Convention Five Men From Caldwell
almost $10,000 in the appropria- particularly to
avoid, double handkerchief and waved It in about daylight by the same obBuddy Satterfield, who has of Christian Churches at Lexing- Are Accepted In Army
tion for Mammoth Cave National parking.
court Instantly every one want- ject. This time she gave me this been a patient at Riverside Hos- ton, January 6-8. The group planPhil S. Robinson, William E.
Park for the 1948-49 fiscal year
to help the fellow. Parson Grif- small stick and told me to point pital, Paducah, for several weeks ned program for the State Con- Wilson, Clifton Ladd and James
in included in a request for $16,- >Attendfl Convention
fin asked mercy; Maj. Tomlin- it at anything and I could make following a major operatiog^was vention to be held in Louisville R. Dillingham were Caldwell
894,000 for the National Park iMr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor son wanted to pay part of the it talk. Someone in the court dismissed Monday, and has re- in May. Mrs. Collins and their county men accepted in the US
Service, submitted to Congress left Monday for Louisville, where fine; Mayor Garrett asked the oom suggested trying it on dumb turned home. His condition is re- two children, David and Mary Army during the month of Deby President Truman.
he is attending a meeting of the court to extend all mercy the John. The prisoner waved the ported to be Improve^.
Jane, accompanied Mr. Collins cember, it was announced from
The Kentucky park would get Kentucky Retail Lumber Deal- law permitted, and Chief Wil- handkerchief and pointed the
to Shelbyville, where they visit- regional headquarters this week.
$135,108, compared with $125,- ers' Association. They will re- son offered to donate his costs. stick at the dumb negro and
Alfred Ehrenwald, Nashville, ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. These men are receiving basic
At this jloint the hobo said.
(Please turn to back page)
420 in this fiscal year.
turn home Friday.
was a visitor here Wednesday. Roy B. Smith.
training at Ft. Knox.

ansion Of Livestock Program Depends
Ability To Increase Feed Supplies Here,
unty Agents State,- Improved Corn Yield
ught On Less Acreage

Rotary Tourney
Opens January 29

1947 Is Good Year
For Local Banks

Ceiling Prices Are
Sought On Meat

Mabry Is Named
Council Chairman

Property Of City
Valued At $486,000

University To Get
Slight Increase

Burley Sales Hit
New High Monday

Old Police Court Story
lells Of Strange Event
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Combine For Efficiency
Last week, The Leader printed a letter
by J. F. Graham recommending consolidation of city and county school systems
here.

There are many

consolidation

of

efforts,

instances

when

overlapping

or

duplicating in purpose, results in savings
of time, money and energy.
In many counties, similar to Caldwell,
there is much duplication between city
and county governments.
On a logical
basis, little reason exists for m u l t i p l i city of effort in collecting taxes, administration of business and providing justice
and police protection in small areas of one
trade interest.
Largely, municipal and county governments are centralized at the county seat,
administrating from the same geographic
location, but with separate courts, officers
and equipment . . . and the taxpayer pays.
The cost of government increases steadily.
Seldom is a branch of .government
dissolved. Public office holders are jealous of positions and responsibility. Politics gained its present bad connotation in
the minds of the people because enough
money cannot be provided to insure capable and conscientious administrators in

the numerous offices to be filled.
In a county the size of Caldwell, all
points may be reached by road in 30 minutes or less time. Gone are the days of
difficult travel when of necessity we needed separate government units to administer small and isolated groups.
Today, as many as five police systems
may investigate the same case at the
same place, each independent of the others, and each jealously taking unto itself
all credit possible. A larger, more efficient force, could well be made by consolidation of several systems, particularly
of the city and county.
Let partisans of small groups make no
charges that such consolidation leads to
too extreme centralization and eventually
dictatorship.
W e are facing
two extremes, not one. By inertia, we have possibly gone too far in the creation of public jobs. But we can backtrack.
Such reforms may be considered impractical. Certainly they cannot be made
at once. But taxpayers should question
at all times the effectiveness of their units
of government and what they cost, measured in values received.
P. B.

"Institutions In Need Of Help"
The 1948 legislature will have an opportunity

to make adequate

its enrollment,

graduates

are sent

out

appropria-

each year to places of useful citizenship.

tions for the support of two important

Without the benefit of the training and

State institutions, which this newspaper
«
,
, ,
,.
,
knows from first hand observation have

e d u <*tion

been neglected by past legislative sessions.
Last winter the government stood indieted before all the people when citizens
of Boyle and. surrounding counties donated eggs and fruit to round out'the diet
of undernourished patients from 32 counties at Kentucky State Hospital.
Someone has said he doesn't believe the
State feeds its mental institutipn's patients for 27 cents a day, because " i t just
can't be done." Of course it can't be done
properly—not even with the aid of garden and farm produce raised on institutional land.
W e understand
that State hospitals
will ask the legislature this year for 75
cents a day for food and a total of $2.98
a day for all care and services provided
the patients.
Anyone who has had experience with
hospital bills will agree that $2.98 a day
is not extravagant for room; board, medicine, sul-gery, dentistry, occupational and
recreational therapy, clothes, linen and

received here, these children
would be doomed to lives of helpless sil„ „ „ „ and
„ . .ignorance.
ence
Kentucky School for the Deaf was one
of the first institutions founded by the
pioneer statesmen of Kentucky.
It was
the second publicly supported school for
Deaf children in the entire United States,
But Kentuckians have neglected by
lack of financial support—to keep their
place of leadership in this humanitarian
work. For the last biennium the Kentucky school, with an enrollment of 321
pupils, was provided with $160,000 annually by the legislature,
Neighboring States, with approximately the same number of pupils, were spending the following amounts on education
of the deaf last year:
Ohio
325 pupils $245,562
Missouri
310 pupils $313,500
Indiana
335 pupils $500,000
Illinois
400 pupils $570,180
Tennessee
311 pupils $570,180
Is it not reasonable to assume that it
costs just as much to educate a deaf child
in Kentucky as it costs in Indiana or
Missouri?
Naturally it does. The peo-

all the things that a sick person requires
and uses in a hospital. W e do not believe
the taxpayer will expect or desire his
government to do less for these unfortunate wards of the State of Kentucky. It
also must be considered that part of this
amount is demanded for capital outlay
and for maintenance of buildings and
plants and replacement of equipment.
Another important institution in no less
need than Kentucky State Hospital is the
Kentucky School for the Deaf. The responsibility of this institution is different,
but in some ways its work is more appealing because it educates and trains
physically handicapped children from all
the counties, making it possible for them
to assume normal places in society. From

pie of Kentucky, wa believe, desire their
government to furnish opportunities to
these children equal to those ,provided in
the other States.
The needs of these two institutions, of
course, must be considered in the light of
all the other worthy needs of the State
government, but these do not have the
benefit of lobby or pressure group support. Their benefits accrue to mentally
sick people and to deaf children. While
the Whole society benefits indirectly, the
immediately affected groups are comparatively inarticulate.
Their work and needs should find sympathy and support in the mind and heart
of every thoughtful legislator,
(Danville Kentucky Advocate)

Social Security Department
The proposal of Gov. Earle Clements to and to obtain efficiency in administration,
create a Department of Social Security
There is a direct relation between the
has met with general approval and sup- unemployment compensation department
port. A t the present time the Kentucky
ar.d the employment service. If a man
Employment Service and the Unemploy- applies for unemployment compensation
ment Compensation Commission are septhe agency which would undertake to find
arate. The Department of Public Assishim a job should be related to that which
tance and the Department of Child Wei- advances compensation while he is not
fare are in the Department of Welfare, working. Then, if possible, a job can be
While there is a general relation to wel- found for the applicant instead of paying
fare there is not a direct connection with the benefits.
the state institutions.
The reason for combining Social SeGovernor Clements has asked the Leg- curity agencies in one department is that
islature to combine the departments and there are many things that come up with
to make it possible for the duplications the social security department in Washand conflicts to be ironed out in the in- ington.
One person can handle all the
terest of economy and efficiency.
It is negotiation, contacting, co-ordination, etc.,
widely reported that Vego E. Barnes, of
that this requires.
Hopkinsville, state director of unemploy(Lexington Herald)
ment compensation, will be the head of
jthe combined new department.
•
An important feature in connection
ith the proposed reorganization Is that
Hindus wear a knotted cord of twisted
is in no sense a ripper bill. Unquestion- cotton as part of their dining and sacribly before he named State Director of ficial dress.
It is worn over the left
elfare A . Y . Lloyd and Commissioner shoulder and hangs down to the right hip.
Industrial Relations
George Burton, The cord has three strands until the wearernor Clements received their appro- er is married and then it has six or nine.
1 of such a plan before it was submitWhen workers in one plant complained
and developed to the point of a de- of the cold, the walls were painted a coral
ite recommendation.
color and the complaints stopped.
The
There certainly is need to have these workers said they felt warm although the
jrcncies together and to avoid duplication \temperature had not been changed.

Winter Scene
Softly, mysteriously In the night
the snowtlakes fell,
Transforming all the landscape.
Silently and alone the great,
round sun,
Rising above the far horizon.
Gazed in awed wonder upon this
cold, white world.
Along the mountain slopes snowcovered branches
Bent beneath their heavy loads.
Under its ermine robe the brook
flowed quietly.
Thin ribbons of smoke from the
distant farmhouse
Curled lazily across the clear,
blue sky.
On the trails the rabbits moved
with difficulty,
Sinking into this soft blanket,
While its dazzling whiteness
shimmered
In the sun's slanting rays.
Robert Paul Dart
(Christian Science Monitor)
From the Rev. J. Lester McGee, former pastor of Ogden Memorial Methodist Church here
and now minister of the beechwood » Methodist
Church,
in
Louisville, comes a tabloid newspaper of which he is editor, proclaiming that church has come
to "The End of the Wait, We
Build in 1948". Thus it is plain
that the drive and leadership
Mr. McGee showed here is at
work . . . and advantageously,
again.
*

*

•

High and unique honor came
to Dr. W. G. Childress, chief of
the tuberculosis section of Grasslands Hospital, Valhalla, N. Y.,
and a native son of Princeton,
when he was elected president
of the ancient Westchester County Medical Association at the
sesqui-centennial celebration of
that august organization, at the
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel,
New
York, last Nov. 18. Godfrey, as
his many friends here know him,
will serve this year.
•

*

•

into court, delayed an hour or
more and fined $25 and costs.
*
*
*

Thanks to Mrs. Effie Barnes,
Fredonia, a Leader subscriber
since 1900, for bringing us some
very interesting old newspapers.
The Crittenden Record of January 31, 1906, is the most fascinating to me. The papers were
pretty well edited, but had plenty of faults . . . the worst being
untruthful advertising (patent
medicine ads claiming to cure
just about everything) and ads
on the front page.
*

*

*

Numerous rumors concerning
a major building project on our
Main street continue to be heard
about town . . . but thus far, we
cannot verify them. It seems
safe to say Princfeton will be
improved materially this year by
new
business buildings a n d
homes, despite high construction
costs.

Did You Know?
In the early stages the larvae
of malaria carrying mosquitoes
lie flat on the water and scoot
backward when disturbed while
the larvae of other mosquitoes
dive when disturbed.
a

•

•

Natural gas is believed to have
been used in China for light and
for evaporating salt brine in 1,000
A. D., being transported through
bamboo pipe lines.
•

•

•

Airplanes often have to take
off from airports where surface temperatures are as high
as 140 degrees and fly in a few
minutes to heights where temperatures fall below zero.
• • •
In the U. S. influenza epidemic
of 1918, young people were ill
far more frequently than older
people; only about two percent
of the patients being more than
55'years old and 80 percent being under 40.

Well, girls, this is leap year,
• • •
and I don't know why more
In 1789, the attorney general of
hasn't been said about it, especially since there have been the United States was paid $1,500
so many articles written lately a year and he was expected to
about how many
more
girls provide his own office, fuel, stathere are than men. I'm telling tionery and clerk.
a
• *
you, Girls, you may be sorry.
During the World War II camMake up your minds. If you meet
a nice man and fall in love with paign in France Gen. Eisenhowhim, don't even look before you er's armies required more than
leap! And that's no joke.
a million gallons of gasoline evA Washington paper asked a ery 24 hours.
•
•
number of girls, and one girl,
Oil men have found that good
a secretary, said, "If I missed
doing it last Leap Year, I'll not . oil sites often are f o u n d in
let the opportunity slip again." areas where there was an ocean
(Mrs. T. C. Underwood in Hop- and abundant marine life a milkinsville New Era)
,
lion or more years ago.
•

*

*

It does not pay . . . or save
time either, to make too much
speed driving cars in the western
environs of Louisville, as two
prominent citizens of this community learned recently. From
Kosmosdale on in to town, highway patrolmen are very much
on the job. Especially going past
schools along this highway . . .
it is desirable to drive slowly,
else you are likely to be taken

Literary
Guidepost
By Alton L. Blakeslee
ENERGY UNLIMITED, by Harry
M. Davis (Murray Hill; $4)
The atomic bomb, radar, television, the deep-prying electron
microscope and other new instruments and inventions ihave
come along in a quick-succession
of seeming miracles to startle,
and often to puzzle, the layman.
Their mysteries, the story of
how electrons are put to many
tasks of .useful work and how
man is utilizing the energy within atoms, are put under the microscope of lucid explanation in
this new book by Davis, a science
writer for newspapers and magazines for 10 years.
He explains the A B C of
atoms, electricity and radiation,
navigation by electronics, the
explorations with cyclotrons and
other atom-smashing machines,
the principles of the atomic
bomb, and the steps ahead before atomic energy can provide
mankind with unlimited energy.
The reader with the most casual
knowledge of physics will find
no difficulty in following this
interesting and easy introduction
to some of the basic science shaping the world of today.
As for the future, Davis' outlook is optimistic.
"Too many people," he declares, "are counting in advance
the possible casualties of future
war with the new weapons of
atomic power and electronic precision) and falling into a hopeless despair. My feeling is that
we should indeed be fully aware
of the prospect that war with
such weapons may totally destroy our present civilization. .But
we should not lose sight of the
marvelous prospects that can be
reached if We avoid the pitfall
of mutually destructive conflict.
• We will have a greater Incentive
to peace if we keep our eyes on
the wonderful goals that are almost within our' grasp through
the positive use of the forces
science has unlocked."

a

•
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The average length of life in
the United States is about 65.8
years, having increased 16 years
in less than 50 years.

w

Washington
Letter
MEET THE NEW
POSTAL CHIEF
By Jane Eads
Washington—Jesse M. Donaldson, new postmaster general of
the United States and boss-man
over some 480,000 postal employees, once had a yen to be a doctor.
But from the day 44 years ago
when he started as a part-time
postal clerk in the Shelbyville,
111., postoffice where his father
was postmaster he has dedicated
himself to the service.
Setting behind his big desk in
the New Post Office building
here, piles of congratulatory
messages stacked before him,
photographers taking his picture, newsmen waiting to interview him, the stocky, genial man
was proof that sticking to the
job pays.
He is the first career mailman
ever to become postmaster general. In that post he draws $15,000 a year and is a member of
President Truman's cabinet.
Certainly neither snow, nor
rain, nor heat, nor gloom of
night has stayed this courier.
For indeed Donaldson, who admits to both pride and humility
in his new,appointment, has lived up to that motto of the Post
Office service.
Born on a farm near Shelbyville, Aug. 17, 1885, he taught
for four years in one-room schoolhouses in rural Illinois and during summer vacations operated a
fourth-class post office for his
father.
He wa3 appointed city letter
carrier at Shelbyville in May,
1908, one of the initial carriers
to inaugurate city delivery in that
county seat. He began preparing for that job 10 days ahead
of time.
"In those days," he says, "the
mail that came to folks at Shelbyville was not addressed to
street and number. It was my job
to route my mail and know where
to deliver it. I figure I covered
12 miles a day with morning
and afternoon deliveries.
"Soon I got to know every
man, woman and child on my
route," he says. "They were
good folks. On cold days housewives used to meet me at their
gates so I wouldn't have to walk
up to the door through the unshoveled snow. They'd give me
hot coffee on cold days. During
the summer they often met me
with a glass of cold water, or
lemonade."
Donaldson's
appointment as
successor to Robert F. Hannegan
who resigned to head the St.
Louis Cardinals baseball club,
was a surprise to him.
Donaldson and his wife, who
have two children, a married
daughter and a son, Jesse, Jr.,

assistant postal Inspector at Chicago, live in a modern alr-condltioned apartment here, like to
play bridge and visit with their
many friends here. His wife says
he plays bood bridge and Jiai
never trumped her acc.

bounty Ag

Before the war, Donaldson
to play golf, bowled twiJ
week. He say. he could be , ,
><• fan, but hasn't been ini.,
movie in two years. He |j]n
let up on Sunday morning |jjj§ By R. A.
prepare breakfast.
H K dairymen tea

Colum

jjhic.'ltenfc for their
| H p i f e r s raised fr
Charter No. 8257
Reserve District
bred to good
Sl»«5r» out of g
R e p o r t o f Condition o f the
y good bulls
ip into desirafc
caosefc of poor care
growing Heifers
j i d o m develop
good size at maturit
of Princeton
to three pou~
ration should
In the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on DecenhJ
!ers under sl.
1947. published In response to call made by Comptroller J
jjjjistui e. Boxes
Currency, under Section 8211, U. S. Revised Statutes.
I
ieal and salt
Je at all time
ASSETS
ihould be separ
1. Cash, balances with other banks, Including reserve
about four o
balance, and cash items in process of collection
$
and raised b
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
hot allow ol
guaranteed
.
.
m
|onc another,
3. Obligations of States 'and political subdivisions . .
n
shelter ia
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
_
ould have
8. Corporate stocks (including $3,780.00 stock of Fedleafy green
eral Reserve bank) . . .
3.
plus enough
6. Loans and discounts (including $1,870.55 over-tt» n growing. Sila
owing heife~
drafts) —
1
....
557j
fcfeifers receiv
7. Bank premises owned $20,000.00, furniture and
•
fixtures $3,500.00
•
1 the milking herd r
Dairy heifers sh
devdoped before b
the age of breedin
somewhat on theirj
LIABILITIES
and Guernseys, if 1
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
maj*' be bred at 15
corporations
.
2,156,/ of . age and the lar
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
18 to 20 months. I
corporations
l o j j amall. let her gro^l
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
nths before bre
postal savings)
15,
each breed the lar
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
371;
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
3,1 the Wore profitabl
* •
19.
Total Deposits . . . . .
$2,709,047.57
23. Other liabilities
s.odH WiUett. English
neighborho
Total Liabilities
^ . T H . o J ^ ^ K of corn an
24.
I that norm
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

Farmers National Banl< 2T

25. Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $50,000.00
26. Surplus
I
...
27. Undivided profits

50,
75,
21,

H

14

29.

Total Capital Accounts

30.

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

2,89

MEMORANDUM
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and
for other purposes

627,M

State of Kentucky, County of Caldwell, ss:
I, Howard Rice, cashier of the above-named bank, do solen
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my fac
ledge and belief.
HOWARD RICE, Cashier.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6 day of January,
AMY O. NICHOLS, Notary Pub:
Notary Public, Caldwell County, Ky. My commission ex
Dec. 7, 1950.

COM

CORRECT—Attest: W. C SPARKS
J. F. GRAHAM
J. B. LESTER, Directors.
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How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health

_

Mai
LHopkn

" U

Ph. 64

B O I L I N G POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED O R

COOKING

COMMENCES"

PASTEURIZATION

160

143

143

PASTEURIZATION

138

SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS

GERMS KILLED— 140

FEVER_

GERMS KILLED

139

STREP T H R O A T - 133
GERMS KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

160

TUBERCULOSIS
UNDULANT

COOKED

GERMS KILLED

137

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY
GERMS KEELED

130
98.6

DIPTHERIA
GERMS KILLED
BODY TEMPERATURE.
tiply rapidly

32

Germs

mul-

in unpasteurized milk.

FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 80 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 148 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.
« < •

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
MILK YOU FEED
YOUR FAMILY!
1

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

'

——
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Garden Contest Won
By Jefferson Boys

iunty Agent's
I Column
By R. A.

Mabry

»t dairymen realize best retnents for their dairy herds
eifers raised from their beBt
1 bred to good dairy bulls,
kfers out of good cows and
I by good bulls often do not
op into desirable cows beof poor care while they
krowing. Heifers once stunt|ldom develop into cows of
size at maturity.
13 to three pounds of a good
ration should be fed daily
lifers under six months old
asture. Boxes of steamed
Ineal and salt should be
able at all times. Heifer calkiould be separated from the
I at about four or five 'months
and raised by themselves,
[ n o t allow older heifers to
one another. During the
fcr, shelter is necessary and
should have all the good
It leafy green hay they will
I pi us enough grain to keep
growing. Silage is excellent
Igrowing heifers. T o o often
I heifers receive only what
nilking herd refuses to eat.
Liry heifers should be well
Jloped before being bred, and
Bge of breeding will depend
Ifwhat on their size. Jerseys
Guernseys, if well developed,
be bred at 15 to 16 months
^ge and the larger breeds at
20 months. If a heifer is
|I. let her grow another two
ths before breeding. Within
breed the larger cows are
Imore profitable.
• • •
pllott English of the Cross
neighborhood grew
45
els of corn an acre in 1947
[ind that normally produced

Kentucky's National 4 H Winners in 1947

KENTUCKY

Page Three

Homemakers News

A prize of $100 on his garden
Landscaping Is Studied
production record for 1847, and a
Sixteen landscaping leaders atshare in a $50 prize as a member
tended the training school taught
of a demonstration team, were
by Home Agent Wilma Vandiver
won by William Stutzenberger,
in the basement of the Kentucft
4-H club member of Jefferson
ky Utilities building January 7,
county at the National Junior
. "Roses and Driveways" will be
Vegetable Growers Association
the subject of the major porject
in Jackson, Miss. Demonstrating
in January. Travel etiquette will
with him was Raymond Metzger,
be the minor project.
another 4-H'er of the same counAttending the training school
ty. They showed the construcwere: Bethany, Mrs. Clarence
tion and use of electrically heatJames Fehc
Mildred Ann
Jewell Deene Ellis
Nichols, Mrs. E. L. Strong; Cedar
ed hotbeds. The two boys won
Gorbendt
Bluff, Mrs. W. H. Pool, Mre.
first pkiifc in the production diHerbert Williams; Cobb, Mrs.
WO
of
Kentucky's
state
winners
in
1947
received
national
and
ofie
vision of the vegetable show, laP> sectional honors for superior records ot achievement in their re- Percy Piercy, Mrs. Clyde Wood;
ter competing with winners of spective 4-H awards programs. The national winners, 4-H programs Is
Crider, Mrs. Clifton Clift, Mrs.
the marketing and preservation which they won top ratings, awards and donors are:
Floyd Dunban; Eddyville Road,
divisions where they took third
Jewell Deene Bills, Gravel Switch, 4-H Clothing Achievement,
Mrs. Urey Lamb, Mrs. Charles
pUce. A total of 40 teams took
$200.00 college scholarship; The Spool Cotton Co.
Rowland; Hopkinsville
Road,
part.'
Mildred Ann Gorbandt, Creitwood, 4-H Qlrls' Record, |200.00
Mrs. B. L. Paris; Lakewood, Mrs.
college scholarship; Montgomery Ward.
Marshall Rogers; Otter
Pond,
A sectional award was won by James Fehr, Cold Spring, In 4-H
Boll Conservation, who received a trip to Chicago 4-H Club ConMrs. Ferd Wadlington; Quinn,
Stock-Raising Increases
gress provided by Firestone.
All these national 4-H awards programs were conducted under the sup- Mrs. J. R. Villinee; Hall, Mrs. Joel
Estill county farmers want to
Boltnott, Mrs. A. R. Horning.
milk more cows and raise more ervision of the Extension Service and are being continued in 1948.
beef cattle and hogs, says CounEddyville Road
ty Agent O. D. Perkinson. There
Mrs. John McLin was hostess
is a large number of grade Guernto the Eddyville Road Homemakseys in the county and several
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those ers January 9. Mis. William Beck
farmers and 4-H club boys are
opened the meeting by having
interested in establishing pure- who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- Mrs. J. M. Tichenor read Luke
bred herds. Both beef cattle and A-Week Leader of these years will be published as a regular Leader
12. The minor project "Travel
hogs are increasing, ^ack of fen- feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton reEtiquette"
was given by Mrs.
ces tends to keep down sheep porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
John McLin. Slipping Roses, Seing
Machine
Company
in
Cald4 Princeton, Ky., April 10, 1923.
numbers.
lection of Roses, and Planting
Mr. S. W. Baker, accompanied well county.
Roses,
the major project, was givby Mrs. I. N. Day, of Dawson,
Urges Better Grading
Princeton, Ky., May 22, 1923. en by Mrs. Charles Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Terry, Mrs.
Present were: Mrs. William
John C. Brown, Bolye county Gus Baker
and Miss Tommie Born Sunday, May 13th, to Mr.
agent, says "too many farmers Baker as his guests, left yester- and Mrs. J. R. Kevil, a p r e t t y
have become careless in strip- day morning on a pleasure trip girl baby.
The litfle lady is
ping and grading their crops to New Orleans, La., and Ha- named Louise.
during periods of high prices vana, Cuba.
and in the future must give this
Princeton, Ky., June 1, 1923.
problem more careful consideraMildred Pool
returned
Princeton, Ky., April 20, 1923. Miss
tion." Tobacco provides 40 to 50 Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Glover,. of home from Nashville, Tenn., yespercent of the farm income in Hopkinsville, attended the Both- terday where she was a student
Boyle county.
Osborne wedding here Wednes- at Ward-Belmont.
*
isS '
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs.
fifteen to twenty bushels per
S
T
O
R
Y
Glover are former residents of
Princeton, Ky.,- June 5, 1923.
acre. Mr. English applied about
Princeton.
Captain David McGoodwin Speed
four tons of limfe and 1000 pounds
BACKST
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
of phosphate an acre.
Princeton, Ky., April 24, 1923. H. C- McGoodwin Saturday and
Miss Floris Morse, enroute from Sunday, while
en route
from
the K.E.A. meeting in Louisville, Louisville to his home in Kansas
spent Saturday night and Sun- City,
day quite pleasantly with her
sisters at Central City.

T

News From The Past

The new 1948 series F-8 Ford 3-to« truck with 195- They are powered by three new truck engine*—a 95inch wheelbase ia the largest truck ever built by the horsepower six-cylinder engine, a 100 horsepower V-8 and
Ford Motor Company. The new 1948 truck line offers a 145 horsepower V-8.
a wider range of models and capacities than ever before.
Beck, Mrs. Denny Cash, Mrs.
Charles
Hubbard, Mrs. Drew
Hubbard, Mrs. Urey Lamb, Mrs.
Charles Rowland, Mrs. Annie
Smothers, Mrs. L. C. Lisman,

NOW
SHOWING

Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, Mrs. G. U.
Griffin, Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs.
John McLin, Mrs. Ed. McLin and
Miss
Wilma Vandiver,
home
agent.

Much natural gas is odorless
and has to be supplied with an
odor before being used by the
public because of the leaking
danger.

HiUhiiPgr,

Receives $122.50 Fine

1923. For Fishing With Shotgun
New
An Allen county man, Will C.
udays
ays _
,
. , , .
..
,
Ma- i f ° i i U '
Adolphus
was fined
$122.50 December 29 by County
Judge Ernest C. Neil, on a charge
Princeton, Ky., April 27, 1923. o f t a k i n « f i s h * * methods other
Mr. Luke Powell, of Springdale, i t h a n b V angling. Follis was arArk., is here on a visit to his | r e s t e d
Conservation Officer
mother and sister, Mesdames J e s s e L a n e o n a charge of shootand
Mary Powell and Sallie Powell
f i l i n g fish in a pond
' With a shotgun. Lane said the
Catlett.
incident occurred at a pond on.
J Princeton, Ky., April 27, 1923. the L. C. Bandy farm in Allen
Mrs. R. Finkel, of St. Louis, is c6unty. l i e declared the pond
on a visit to her daughter, Mrs. had recently been stocked by the
Division of Game and Fish. Trial
Saul Pogrotsky.
for Follis was set for January 7,
Princeton, Ky., May 8, 1923. but when he wished to accept
Drs. Power Wolfe and John W. work in another locality he askStegar attended the Tennessee ed that he be permitted to pay
State Dental Association session a fine. The arrangements were
at Nashville last week. They re- made by Judge Neil and Allen
port a good time and splendid county attorney.
gathering of dentists.
\ Princeton, Ky., April 27,
Mr. Frank
Machen,
of '
York,
x o r K , iis
s iin
n the
u i e ccity
ny a
a lf ee w
w
with his sister, Miss Fannie
chen.

COMPACT

Our brilliant, richly.

embossed powder and rouge vanity, $5 JO pi*s to

I E NTH ERIC
Major-Dray Drug Co.
"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
64

Cor. 9th & Virginia

A Princeton, Ky., May 11, 1923. 4-H'er Has Herd
As a 4-H club boy, John SmiMiss Dale Johnson has returned
from an extended visit to her ley Colons of Adair county besister, Mrs. E. E. Dobbins, at came interested in raising good
Baltimore, Md.
cattle. Six years ago he bought
a purebred heifer, and now has
A Princeton, Ky., May 11, 1923. 10 head directly descended from
Wanted—Live man with horse her. His parents took care of
and wagon or car, to act as sales- his cattle while he was in miliman and collect for Singer Sew- tary service.

starring

MARGARET O'BRIEN
CYD CHAR1SSE-KARIN BOOTH
and

DANNY

introducing

THOMAS

Added Treats!
WORLD NEWS—COLOR COMIC

SATURDAY, JAN. 17 - OPEN 10 A. M.
THE OLD W E S T ABLAZE IN COLOR!
a ttrvKK ncTvaa

7mcMx!

Monte HALE'Adrian BOOTH-Bobby BLAKE

and these Guest Stars

"Thank Heavens I've Plenty

of HOT WATER"
Yes, indeed, there's plenty of hot water for
Junior, Spot, and the kitchen floor. And for
Momraie, too, who'll need a bath herself by
the time she's through. Because Mommie haa
an automatic electric water heater.
Don't fuss around with messy old-fashioned
methods of heating water. With the new, upto-the-minute electric water heater that
•tores up plenty of hot water during the night
ot low off-peak ratea, your laundry and housework can be a pleasure instead of drudgery.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATERS ARE

ROY ROGERS and TRIGGER
ALAN LANE - RED BARRY
Added Subjects!
Final Chapter
Color Comic
"SON OF ZORRO"
"DEADEYE DICK"

Afuvauticesnettt
*

ZxitUlO'ulUKi'Uf,
Triumphant
Return

THREE DAYS
Starting

MONDAY
J A N . 26

• C L E A N — no soot or ashes
Exactly

• S A F E — n o flame or fumes

as originally

• LOW COST OPERATION—

Shown!

Four gallons of hot water for a cent.
Not One Inch—

See These New Water Heaters at Your Electric

KENTUCKY

Not One Frame

Dealer's

UTILITIES

Has Been Cat!

Production of

GONE
WITH
THE
WIND

Plus These Delightful §>iorts!
VERA VAGUE in "CUPID GOES NUTS"
TRAVEL IN COLOR — "GLIMPSES OF SCOTLAND"

THURS. & FRI., JAN. 22-23

He Was All Thinas to All Women!

IN TECHNICOLOR

COMPANY

N C o t r o i A r i o

David O. Selznick's

•M
JOAN

P O P U L A R

P R I C E S

C01ICN

HELEN

B L O N D E L L • GRAY • WALKER
Aft*tiwtvev KM »K'U«J

i u

Jones Gives $ 5 0 , 0 0 0
For U. K. Scholarships

Fredonia News

Mr. and Mr*. George Johnson, have been very ill at their home
Paducah, were weekend guests of here, both having suffered heart
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C, T. attacks.
Henson.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard attended a
Mrs. J. F. Rice and Miss Imo- surprise birthday party at the
gene Wigginton were Thursday home of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Jagafternoon guests of Mrs. J. O. gers, Monday night in Princeton, the occasion being in honor
Nail in Marion.
Mrs. Herbert Cochran and son, of Mrs. J. S. Williams.
John Parr, of Marion, spent FriMrs. Smith Lowery is improvday with her mother, Mrs. Flor- ing after suffering a sever* atence Parr.
tack of influenza.
Brenda Fay, the little daughMiss Ida Belle Turley, Evansville, spent the weekend with ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Blackburn has been quite ill of
influenza.
Turley.
The American Legion Auxiliary
Miss Imogene Wigginton has
been quite ill at her home of met at the home of Mrs. Ambie
Fuller, Monday night, Jan. 12, for
influenza.
Mrs. Charles Young, Evansvil- the regular monthly meeting.
Word was received here last
le, spent the weekend with her
sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell and week of the death of Rev. J. R.
Robertson's mother in LouisvilMr. Yandell.
Mr. and tyrs. Charles Brock- le the latter part of December.
meyer and daughter, Sandra, Rev. Robertson's parents visited PRESIDENT DELIVERS MESSAGE—President reads his state of the union message
visited Mr. and Mrs. Warden here a number of times when to a joint session of congress assembled in the house chamber. Seated behind and in
Whitis in Fulton, Tenn., over the he was pastor of the Baptist front of the flag are Sen. Arthur H. Vandenberg (R-Mich) (left) and Speaker Joseph
Church.
weekend.
W . Martin (R-Mass). Parliamentarian Lewis Deschler is seated at extreme left of dias.
Messrs. Ted Boisture, Lacy HolMr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge
Clerks and other house functionaries are seated directly in front of the president.
and daughter, Carrie, were Sun- loman, Jr., and Billie Gibbs left
Senators are in foreground, their backs to camera. ( A P Wirephoto)
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. last week for Detroit.
William H. Eldridge in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Reg. Vinson
it 4,500 now, perhaps without Russia Strengthens
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton have moved to their farm. hurting the feelings of the CenSilesian Airfield
and son, David, Detroit, arrivMr. and Mrs. Marvin Green
tral
City
Commercial Club.
ed Monday night for a visit with have moved to the home vacated
Worclaw, Poland —(IP)—A reGreenville, county seat of Muh- liable source said Russian forces
friends and relatives, enroute to by Mr. and Mrs. Reg. Vinson.
lenberg county, has around 2,500 in Lower Silesia are developing
Florida, where they will spend
Mr. F. M. Phelps is able to be
several weeks.
population.
out again after being confined
and expanding a new airfield at
Mr. and Mrs. John F. R i c e to his bed several days with a
Our story is supplied by Lar- Brzeg, on the main highway bewere Sunday afternoon guests severe cold.
ry Stone, editor of the Central tween
Opole
and
Wroclaw
of Mr. and Mrs. William Rice
City Times-Argus and the Mes- (Breslau).
Mrs. James Landes is the guest
Running this column during
in Princeton.
senger.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
This source reported the Sothe next'few months is going to
Mrs. Flora DeBoe, Crayne, was L. Mays in Princeton.
"The Andy Anderson Ameri- viets already have about 100
be a joy forever. Your reporter can Legion Post secured three
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Jake
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
planes based at Brzeg.
Smith and Mr. Smith, Sunday and son, Dennis, were guests of will not have to pull ideas out doctors for the county during
Russian forces now are reportnight.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H of his own lazy brain one hour the past year—one for Central ed to number between 120,000
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge and daugh- Wring in Marion, Sunday after- before the last train leaves for City, one for Drakesboro and and 150,000 in the Silesian secthe syndicate office in Louis- one for Greenville-Graham."
ter, Carrie, Mrs. T. L. Grubbs noon.
tor closest to their occupied zone
and Miss Mary Ellen Boaz visitMiss Bonnie Williams was host- ville. Other people, God bless
T h a t achievement deserves in Germany.
ed Mrs Bill Hunt and infant ess to the Westminster Fellow- them, are going to supply the four-star rating, Mr. Stone.
son, John William, in the Crit- ship group, of the First Presby- material for Kentucky On The
"The Vernard E. Bivin VFW County Agricultural Fair in Centenden County Hospital, Friday terian Church, Sunday night, fol- March. All I'll have to do is Post turns over its newly built tral City next summer under the
afternoon. Mrs. Hunt is the for- lowing church services. Miss Bon- trim a little here and polish a club house one night a week to auspices of the Central City
mer Virginia Turley.
nie King and Miss Hazel Fuller little there to make the stories the teenagers at no cost to the Commercial Club and the Farm
fit the space.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burklow were visitors.
youngsters. On other nights the Bureau.
"The Bremen American Legion
Today you are hearing from club is available to other organiCentral City and Muhlenberg zations for dinners and dances. Post has turned over its newly
county. Central City had 4,199 po"Plans are all set for the in- constructed club house to 6chool
of a Muhlenberg children whose school house was
pulation in 1940. We can concede auguration
burned down in the fall. A postsponsored Boy Scout troop and
the Homemakers Club also get
free use of the building.
"Instead of erecting a monument to the school's dead seru/ith
vice men of World War II, the
(vaporotioo
Graham High School Alumni Asand***
.
sociation is going to erect a
firs MOST
Rtfardants!
lunch room building and present
( M S cfcsej»
it to the school. Which will be a
WHV BE S A T I S F I E D WITH
I E S S T H A N T H E PROTECbetter memorial than a stone
Reg. 25#
TION I T OFFERS ? n i » *
shaft with a bronze plaque on it.
"The county's 17 homemakers
$1.60
Gallon.
2 Days Only
pr.
clubs have a definite plan to install and equip rest rooms for
rural folk in both Central City
••OI|
and Greenville.
"Citizens of Drakesboro have
formed a Boosters Club to promote better homes *and attract
industries.
"The Muhlenberg Community
Hospital at Greenville has plans
WASH DAY,.
all set to expand its buiding and
EASIER!
facilities.
"The Central City Commercial
FLOOR MAT
Phone 611
Club sponsored a 1947 communiOORABlf N O N - S K I D R U B B E R .
ty Christmas tree at which was
8RASS FITTING
FOR THREAOED
'
distributed 800 bags of presents,
Reg.
$1.22
.
FAUCETS. M » M
7 2 ^
such as toys, nuts, fruit and can2 Days Only 9 8 £
dy, and 104 baskets of food for
needy families in, this area."
Thanks, Mr. Stone. A good job
of reporting.

000
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H

•

Try U f l d r Clowiffrd Ads —
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They
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,
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Kentucky boys and girls intending to make agriculture and
home economics their career will
be able to receive financial assistance tor a college education
at the University of Kentucky
under terms of a $90,000 scholarship fund established at U. K.
last week.
Donors of the largest gift ever
mado to the University for scholarship purposes were former U
S. Secretary of Commerce and
Reconstruction Finance Corpora
ation Chairman Jesse Jones and
his wife, Mary Gibbs Jones. Mr.
Jones lived in Logan county,
Kentucky, during his early boyhood.
Recipients of the Jonps scholarship will be chosen under direction of the University and will
be eligible to receive up to $500
for a regular college year.

Warning!
By order of City Council warning U given to »u j
concerned to cease throwing ashes, trash and other
refuse in any and all streets and alley ways.
Please take notice and act accordingly.

J. R. ROSSER,
Chief of Police.

SEASONABLE

Chapter Meeting
Clay Royal Arch Chapter No.
28 will hold a special meeting
7 PM Thursday, January 15th. to
confer the first three degrees of
the Chapter. Companions take
notice.
Ira C. Glover, High Priest
G. W. Towery, Secretary
ltc

HARDWARE NEEDS
H O U S E H O L D SUPPLIES
Presto Cookers
Presto Dividers
Revere W a r e
Aluminum Roasters
Aluminum Dish Pans
Aluminum Skillets
French Fryers
Foley Food Mills
Bissell Sweepers
O ' C e d a r Mops
Merkle Brooms
Curtain Stretchers
Clothes Hampers
Drying Racks
QUALITY —

FARM SUPPLIES
Cross Cut Saws
Log Chain
Skidding Tongs
Load Binders
Axles a n d Wedges
Steel Posts
Nails and Staples
Plow G e a r
Saddles and Bridles
Team Harness
Pitch Forks
G r u b Hoes
G a r d e n Wire
Armour's Fertilizer

PRICE

lorms
ind of i
x4 or
up the Id

WiSTERN

mmem"

Belt

HARDWARE CO.

PEDAL
PADS

UTILITY

©808 8

5 FT. DRAIN HOSE

Prescriptions

2 DayS On
y
l

WOOD
DRUG
STORE
hij pay more

and (jet te$$ ?
Western Auto Associate Stor *
Home O w n e d

By
Home O p e r a t e d
J O E P. W I L C O X

Prices Slashed
on Ready'tO'Wear Mdse.

Must move out to give room for spring merchandise. W e have no storage space therefore all winter garments will be sold at Give-away-Prices.

3 CoatS
3 CoatS

Were $30.50
•

Now

W e r e 3 4 . 9 5 & 3 9 . 9 5 Now

$9.98
19.98

Childrens Coats 1-2 Price
You can be sure you're* playing the right
card when you come here to fulfill your furniture requirements.
It's our business to help people choose
the furniture that will give comfort, long
wear and good looks at the lowest prices consistent with the high grade quality they
want.
A large stock to select from always can
be found here. Included are pieces built by
well known national manufacturers who have
devoted a life-time to the making of fine
furniture.

Smith's Furniture
_ V"

t l l 4 E. Main St.

Phone 9 2

18 Children's Dresses
Dresses va|Ues to 9.98
values to 12.98
values to 16.95

$1.00
$3.98
$6.98
$9.98

All Hats $1.00
Clearance Sale
on B. H . S. Socks

49c pr.

iunners
lighway

(Incorporated)

Tenth and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville

Phone 3321

•

Who

Your
PRESCRIPTIONS?
Fills

you runn
r exc
on,
budget. Ins
late, why
cash loon?!
m e n t t over I
In. We'll gl<

Your doctor is one of the most respected men in your community.
He is a highly educated a n d experienced man in the diagnosis
>of disease.

But your Pharmacist is the man trained in the art of composing Drugs, Chemicals and Serums . . . Qualified to fill
your Prescriptions.
That is not all. Y O U R PHARMACIST must have on hand
at all times the newest—the freshest—most potent of drugs and
chemicals.
He must carry on hand thousands of dollars' worth of medicines
— s u c h an amount of money involved that no other individual
would think of investing unless he were supplying the W H O L E
COMMUNITY.
Here is where Corner Drug Store comes into the very LIFE O F
Y O U R H O M E and the C O M M U N I T Y .
W e know that QUALITY
IS THE P O W E R O F THE DRUG. W e never SACRIFICE QUALITY.
W E SERVE EVERY D O C T O R IN THIS COMMUNITY; consequently
we carry the greatest variety of drugs, chemicals and medicines,
all FRESH, POTENT A N D IMPORTANT. W e can fill ALL of your
prescriptions.
You do not have to get a substitute or a cheaper product. Just
bring your prescription to The Corner Drug Store. It is FILLED
RIGHT.
W E HAVE
REGISTERED
PHARMACISTS
T O SERVE Y O U FOR
BETTER HEALTH

W E HAVE FILLED O V E R
122,773 PRESCRIPTIONS.
THIS SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!

Corner Drug Store
•lust Plione 1

W e Deliver

Fl

day, January 15, 1948

Kiven tn
| tnwh and oth
\y ways.

Singly,

•lice.
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fhway Signs

Grand Island, Neb. — (JP) —
Grant Falmlen, president of the
Grand Island board of education,
is a man of action.
When bleachers to seat an additional 1,200 persons at the new
gymnasium failed to arrive—with
a big game one day away—Falmler made frantic telephone calls
He located the shipment at
Wiphita, Kas., where the two
truck drivers were taking time
out. He called Wichita police and
asked them to hold the truck.
He chartered a plane for Wichita, located the truck and got behind the wheel himself. He arrived the morning of the big
game. By game time the bleachers were ready.

nkfort — Amateur marksIre "shooting up" Kentuc^ighway safety and direct s at a rate of 12,000 a
causing the Stat* an unnecexpense of at least $30,000
Illy, H. H. Palmer, HighDepartment Director
of
It-nance, said today.
|ner said 100,000 of the met|gns line the State's high"Fourteen maintenance
are constantly at work rei' ^njns which have been
L by bullets," he added,
[rtrods are mutilated with
and through other forms
^ndalism and many simply

SUPPLIES
Saws
Kin

expense of hauling and erecting
new ones", Palmer added. "The
Highway Department is appealing to property owners to report
any cases of this type of vandalism in order that drastic action
may be taken against them. We
also are asking the cooperation
marksmen.
addition to the actual cost of local law enforcemen tofLc signs there is the added ficials."

signs, made by prison labt the Kentucky State ReItory, cost an average of
Tt ach, the maintenance dir
said. More expensive are
Reflector signs which, PalLid, are particularly tempt-

The 1947 Burley tobacco crop
is meeting a strong demand,
says the annual outlook report of
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. Prices may average
about parity. HoweVer, "if Burley tobacco were correspondingly as high as the average of all
farm products, in relation to the
years 1935-39, it would be selling
for about 60 cents a pound this
season."

w
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All Brothers Plan To Attend

T o A i x T o W H O M THESE PRESENTS SHALL COMBI

Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

cs

WHEREAS, infantile paralysis again struck this nation
heavily last year, taking a toll of thousands, mostly young
children, and,

)S

f ire
Fertilizer

ICE

W e Are Buying

ROUGH

THE

Commonwealth of Kentucky

7 : 0 0 O'Clock - Lodge Room

>nd Bridles
prness

r

PROCLAMATION
GOVERNOR

T O N I G H T

Staples
r

WHEREAS, in the past five years some 80,000 Americans have been stricken with infantile paralysis, among
them, 1,212 Kentuckians, and,

LUMBER

all lengths
. all kinds of hardwood .
Lll grades
|\Ve are regularly buying, for use in making loading platforms and skids, rough boxing and 2x4's and 2x8's in any
and of hardwood. We buy log-run, tie siding—any boxing,
2x4 or 2x8 as long as it's sound. Payment either after taking
up the load or on a weekly basis.

With a yield of 174.4 bushels,
Milford Napier of Cranks topped
the one-acre division of the corn
derby in Harlan county. Stalks
were less than a foot apart in
rows 28 inches wide. After plowing under balbo rye, vetch, crimson clover and ryegrass, he applied four tons of manure and
1,200 pounds of fertilizer. Isom
Jones of Keith produced 114.4
bushels an acre to win the Harlan county five-acre contest.

m

FORD I

•

WHEREAS, the Kentucky Chapter is working in close
coordination with existing official agencies, the Kentucky
Crippled Children Commission, Kentucky State Board of
Health, and the Medical and Nursing Profession, and,

'

WHEREAS, through the National Foundation's great
humanitarian endeavors fear has been replaced by hope,
panic by knowledge, and thousands of children have had
restored the priceless gift of motion,

the Moscow News. The fourth
section, expected to be in service
by 1950, will link most of the
Moscow —(JP)— Builders of the capital's railway stations and
fourth section of .Moscow's sub- subway lines.
way system report that two of
four tunnels under the Moscow
Jerusalem, which had been desRiver have been completed.
troyed by Titus in 70 A. D., was
The remaining two tunnels are restored by Constantine in the
being pushed very rapidly, says 4th Century.

LOUIS M. HARDMAN, Mgr.

Hold on to your
Auto Liability Insurance —

T

'HBY-RE

-

here-the

g r « u new Ford Bonus
e m i t Trucks for '48
eSt trU k
line
ATJ u ?
And they're new all
t h o u g h . Three ^
eo.
gines—a Six and two V-8's
- - w i t h up to 145 horsePower! N e w axles .
™ e » • • • steering . *
brakes! N e w Million
k r
with living room
comfort! Models?
. . . f i v e new s e r i e s . . .
two new Big J o b s _ t h e

~

See

111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

And every one of these
peat new Ford Trucks

-><vl>)

built with

Dead Stock
WANTED

foam fcS^b

in every vital part. This
W O R K RESERVES

SZS!

f ° r y°» ia

that

two

important money - savin*
way,! Here is h o w *

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick

FIRST:
T V " ™
Trucks a
of use
t h e m to
beyond

These

WORK

"
Ford
greater
range
by permitting
handle loads
normal duty.

SEMlS* o r e nof tim^iHctob n8 ° neSin9,e '
T f K O N D : These Bonos
M L * W O R K RESERVES

S^":

Trucks

do their Jobs " r e l a x e d , "
'®«s strain, | « , s
J o s f longer
because
™ * y w o r k easier I
'
W,th

Ford history!

AUCTION
SERVICE
Graduate
Auctioneer

BUCK MORSE
Princeton, Ky.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Quick Repairs

O n all makes
of Washers —
Also Electric Motors
and Appliances.

I

24-Hour Service

C. E. McCollum

'

Phone 3 9 5

ADO

the

FINAL TOUCH m OVTFITTM

te?BuiIt-bui,tstron

« to last longer. No won

iTrucks
w l ^
^
*>rd
m ^
use today
than

•ny other make!

a O#VM Im KUMH to ^ Z Z

e

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works

Ask far it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean th* same Uuni.

Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

AUTHOKTY O f THf COCA-COtA COMPANY IY
COMPANY

Chambers-Moore Motors
Phone 100

Princeton, Ky.

U F I INSURANCE EXPERTS PROVE — FORD TRUCKS U S T UP TO 19.69 I0NGERJ
\

in

HOPKINSVILLE

shop

n

for

W e pay all phone charges.

TW

Writ* to . , .

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

wicorso

on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

When you put Four Leaf on
your fields you're making a
permanent investment in improved fertility.
Four Leaf
can't leach out, you can't lose
it . . . once you spread it
you've improved your soil for
years and years. You get your
money and a big profit back
in increased yields and increased value of your farm!
Four Leaf is inexpensive . . .
it's the key to more profitable
farming!

C o m e in today—tee
«e Only trucks that are

up your d e a d stock promptly, free of charge and

Q 1»47.

Phone 54

— 117 W. Main St. —

There's No Safer W a y
To Invest Your Money

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE

BOTTLING

Ins. Agency

S3

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

COCA-COLA

C. A. Woodall

i

not have Insurance —

•onuo

Applies.

Ambulance Service
Phone 457 or 66S
Princeton, Ky.

Two Moscow Tubes
Finished Under River

Phone 470

OF
LITY
ITY.
itly
tes,
Four

HOPKINS!

Rule

Funeral Directors

EARLE C. CLEMENTS. Governor

FOR HOSPITALITY
SERVE COCA-COLA

ver

Where the Golden

and

(s) £a>ile C. Clement*

Don't be put off the highway because you do

lust
LED

Get It Here

Furniture Dealers

INCOtfORATfD

land
I and

After your home's on fire.

Brown

of December in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and forty seven,
and ir. the year of the Commonwealth the
one hundred fifty sixth,

106 E. Court Square

You c a n ' t get it by wire

YOUR HOME

Dot* at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 9tfi day

dnte**taie finance corporation of ky.
Princeton, Ky.

BWtrSntOMfRTOMSriOMGf,

more vigorously than ever.

Up to 20 months to pay

inity.
inosis

TRUCKS

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Earle C. Clements, Governor
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, do hereby call upon
all residents of Kentucky to join wholeheartedly and give
liberally during the two weeks January 15-30, in making
the 1948 March of Dimes the most successful in history
so that the fight against this dread disease can be pressed

l you running behind this month? Midnter expenses, following the holiday
Bson, are putting a strain on many a
dget. Instead of letting bills accumue, why not pay them with a friendly
»h loan? Then you can spread the paytnts over many months. Phone or come
, We'll gladly help.

Insurance

Fredonia, Ky.

WHEREAS, during the past decade the National
Foundation, and the Kentucky Chapter, serving every
county in the Commonwealth have prosecuted vigorously
onr fight against infantile paralysis, and provided prompt
and adequate medical care and treatment of infantile
paralysis patients regardless of age, race, creed, or color,
and,

Incorporated
Belt Line near Virginia St., at Southern city limit of
Hopkinsville — Phone 1093

1

from which I seemed unable to
get relief. Constipation was so
bad that I had to use very powerful purgatives to get results. I
was in so much pain and distress that I had a horror of becoming bed-ridden.
"Retonga brought me wonderful relief. I have a good appetite, and eat anything, and have
regained nearly ten pounds. The
pains in my muscles are relieved
;ind so is that stubborn sluggish
elimination. Retonga was a blessing in my case."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-l deficiency, constipation,
insufficient flow of digestive juices in
the stomach, and loss of appetite. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.—Adv.

WHEREAS, the 1948 March of Dimea—January 15-30
is the sole financial support of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, and the Kentucky Chapter's work
in Kentucky, and,

HOPKINSVILLE W O O D CRAFTSMEN

Phone 332

How the J. W, Pickett and
Pearl Ray families, Including
nine children, co-operated
to
make cattle-feeding pay is told
by County Agent John Ewing,
Jr., of Green county.
Forty Angus steers averaging
545 pounds were bought Nov. 10,
1946, and sold a year later when
they averaged 939 pounds. Cat-J
tie, hay, grain, pasture and oth
er expenses totaled $6,075. The
40 head sold for $10,216.59, leaving a net profit of $4,141.39. The
animals consumed an average of
32 bushels of corn and 2,625
pounds of hay each. Liberal allowance was made for pasture
costs.

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPT.
NOW PRAISES RETONGA

BY THE

REGULAR MEETING

®dg«

Families Share
In Cattle Raising

174 Bushels O n Acre

for the better smoking grades.
Disappearance of Burley for the
year which ended Oct. 1 was the
largest on record — 526,000,000
pounds.. Exports of about 50,000,000 pounds also were at record
The following factors are list- levels, while domestic disappeared as Influencing prices: The ance increased above that of a
crop is one of thin, smoking qual- year earlier.
ity—the type most needed to
meet current consumption. Production for 1947 appears to be
no greater than the record-breaking disappearance during 194647. A reduction of 10 percent in
acreage allotments for 1948 has
He Had No Appetite, Felt
been announced for all growers
Run-Down, And Pains In
with allotments over nine-tenths
Muscles Kept Him In Bed
of an acre. Loan rates offered on
Several Days, Says Mr.
the basis of 90 percent of pariCorvin. Works Every
ty are based on an average of
Day Now.
40.3 cents, comparted to 33.6 cents
"No medicine I ever took did
a year ago. The price of farm
products in general ha3 been 10 as much for me as Retonga,"
percent higher in recent months gratefully declares Mr. W. H.
than before the season opened Corvin, Route 2, Dayton, Tenn.,
and Sunday School Superintendlast year.
Other points in the outlook ent of Spivy Memorial Methodist Church. Mr. Corvin is one
report: .
Present supply of Burley seems of the best known dairy farmample, being three times the ers and most respected men of
annual disappearance' of recent his section. Discussing Retonga
years and 2.8 times the record- Mr. Corvin stated:
breaking disappearance of 1946"I was in such badly rundown
47. Stocks carried over from ear condition I had no appetite,
lier year3, although 90,000,000 felt terribly weakened, and I had
pounds larger than on Oct. 1, to stay in bed several days from
1945, appear to be relatively short severe pains in my legs and hips,

ONE OF THE FIRST official arts of Governor Eirle ClemenU after
be had been sworn in as Chief Executive was signing a proclamation
urging Kmluclcians to donate liberally to the 1948 March of Oimea,
January 15 30. With him is Nancy Drury, 2533 Kowao, Louuriile.
nauoaal prater girl lor the 1947 March of Dimes.

B. P. 0. E L K S

Tongs
bders
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Strong Demand
Pushes Burley
Prices Higher

What Some Won't Do
To Sit In Bleachers

lear."

EDS

H

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

Women's

Wear

"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
i
" exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

M

..

.i

I

Thursday, January 15,
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Deaths-Funerals

1948 Chevrolet is Massive

Mrs. Catherine Martin

Mrs. Catherine Martin, 88, died
at Princeton Hospital Sunday,
Jan. 11, following a brief illness.
Funeral services were held Tuesday at White Sulphur Baptist
Church, with the Rev. H. G. M.
Hatler officiating. Mrs. Martin
was born in Tennessee. Survivors include several sons and
daughters. Burial was in the
church cemetery.

(Continued from Page One)

A survey is now being made
to cut an open ditch with heavy
dirt moving equipment in the
Hall community. The ditch will
be about two miles long and will
provide drainage for approximately 800 acres of Tradewater
bottom land, owned by 11 farmers. This "project is not assured,
however getting the Job d o n e
looks favorable. This project is
being worked out by the Extension Service and the local Soil
Conservation District cooperatively. The engineering service is being provided by the Soil Conservation Service.

William M. Sampson
Funeral services for William
M. Sampson, 8, son of Mrs. W. E.
Meek, of Glasgow, were held
at Glasgow Friday, Jan. 9. The
child died at the home of his
grandfather, Mr. Busch, of the
Olney community, January 7.

Charles E. Wolfe
Charles E. Wolfe, 78, of the
Dripping S p r i n g s community,
died at 8 o'clock Friday morning at his home.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham conducted funeral services at t h e
home Saturday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. Interment was in Baker's Cemetery.
Mr. Wolfe was the son of
Mary Baker Wolfe and Matt
Wolfe of this county. He is survived by his widow; a 6on, Leathel,
of Christian county, a
daughter, Mrs. Ella May McElroy, of Princeton, and four
grandchildren
and four great
grandchildren.

Grass Economy
Best For County

Thte over-all iimplicity and ma»»ivenes« of the new, 1948 Chevrolet ii well
shown in this three-quarter view of the Fleetmaster Sport Sedan. Fenders,
hood, body and door panels all blend; and the crease moulding, below the
windows, is wider than that used in previous models. Note the new T-shaped
chrome center bar on the radiator grille.

4-H Projects Valuable
The estimated value of 4-H
club projects carried by boys and
girls in Woodford county this
year is valued by Farm Agent H.
R. Forkner
at
approximately
$31,425. Twenty-one girls and 103
boys completed
189
projects.
They included 46 projects in tobacco; garden, 59; poultry, 24;
dairy, 1; beef calves, 6; sheep,
6; swine, 2; rabbits, 1, and farm
labor service,44.

4-H Club News
Bethany

The Bethany 4-H club met
Monday, January 5. Members
present were: Mary Lou Boitnott, James McGregor, Grace McGregor, James Traylor, Rebecca
Ann Traylor, Janice Nichols, Hilda Sisk, Keith Jenkins, and Donald Coleman. Topic discussed
was "Community 4-H Club Activities".

We were successful in providing the services of heavy earth
moving equipment for farmers
use. This equipment has been
used for clearing, leveling, ditching and the construction of ponds
about 400 hours.
Five new poured concrete silos
have been finished in the county
this year. These are located on
the farm of John Mahan, P. E.
Oldham, Edwin Lamb, K. B. Jacob and Melva Young. We now
have a contractor with forms for
building these silos and we believe a number of others will
build silos within the next year
or so. Six of these silos were
built in 1946.
For the first time w e held a
meeting at the West Kentucky
Experiment Sub-Station Farm for
our rural teachers. A tour of the
plot work was made by about
35 teachers. They showed a great
deal of interest and w e believe
the information gained will be
helpful in their teaching.
It is estimated, conservatively,
that 90 percent of our corn acreage was planted to hybrid.
There were two certified producers of Kentucky 31 Fescue
seed.

iodical letters, soil treatment for
pastures, meadowd and
grain
emphasized.
T w o meetings, one a leaders'
meeting with an attendance of
25 and one general meeting with
an attendance of 60, were held
to provide information of Bang's
control.
Water supply for livestock was
improved on 12 farms in the form
of wells or reservoirs.
Five silos as reported earlier
were built.
Aid was given to 22 farmers
in selection of breeding bulls and
feeding cattle.
Feed rations, and soil treatment for pasture improvement
were discussed with many livestock owners.
Sodium
floride,. for
worm
treatment for hogs, has been used
by many hog producers for the
first time with excellent results
reported.
Sloping floors for farrowing
pigs, in houses equipped with
electric warmers were used on
one farm with the loss of only
one pig from three litters.
Periodical
letters for dairy
and poultry leaders, prepored by
the Dairy and Poultry Departments of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics were
used.

Showing

Cotton Prints

robe.

U. K. Enrolls 7,200

Chambray
Gingham
Seersucker
STRIPES and FLORALS

89c to $1.19 per yd.
The Largest and Most Complete
Yard Goods Department In This
Section Of The State.

A new record number of approximately 7,200 students last
week completed registration and
classification activities opening
the University
of
Kentucky's
Winter Quarter. Enrollment surpassed the previous high f o r a
winter term of 6,547, established
last year, and registreed a 95
percent increase over the prewar winter record of 3,700. Late
registrants
were expected
to
swell the total even farther.

Farm Flyers To Meet
Uses of the helicopter in agriculture will be the principal topic at a meeting of the Kentucky Flying Farmers during the
36th annual Farm and Home Convention at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington
Jan. 27-30. David E. Postle of
the Bell Aircraft Corporation will
show a color and sound picture
dealing with the use of airplanes
on the farm.
The first kerosene was distilled
from coal shale and hence was
called coal oil.
The Dominican Republic is a
little smaller than West Virginia.

Winter M
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it.
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blurred]
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The Brooks Loose Leaf Floor, Madisonville, reports
of tobacco for the week beginning January
5 as follows:
Dark Air Cured, 361,225 pounds, for which
growers were paid $90,959.61, an average of $25.18
a 100 pounds.

^^Hbuiia
Plight.

sales

Dark Fire Cured, 6,635 pounds, for which growers were paid $1,683.60, an average of $25.37.
juse

146 growers received an average of $27 or more
and the names of those in this county receiving these
high averages are:
Denver Campbell
Porter Tayloe
C. P. Gresham
W . L. Creasey
John Hart
John Hart, Jr
E. B. & Roger Williams
J. W . Prince
G . R. Kennedy
Harold Oliver
\

4-H Clubs

Four hundred-ninety boys and
92 girls enrolled in farm projects
B. O. Williamson
last year. Enrolment in farm
B. O. Williamson, of near CrayBaptist Church here
Sunday,
and home projects combined is
ne, died suddenly of a heart at4-H
Winners
Recognized
Jan. 11. Mr. George, a former
slightly over 1,100.
tack at hi3 home Sunday mornFifteen Barren county 4-H club
resident of Caldwell county, died
4-H Week at Lexington, 4-H
ing.
January 9 at Thayer General winners and 18 club leaders were
club camp at Murray State ColFuneral services were held at
Veterans Hospital, N a s h v i l l e , given special recognition at an
lege, Achievement Day for all
the Caldwell, Springs Baptist
Tenn., where he had been a pa- achievement banquet in Glasclub members, a special recogniChurch at 2 o'clock Monday aftient since December 12. He was gow, local merchants presenting
tion meeting sponsored by the
ternoon. Interment was in the
wounded in World War I while each boy and girl with a gift.
Retail Merchants Association for
church cemetery.
serving overseas. Mr. George, Mrs. Edison Button of the Rocky
project champions. District AchiMr. Williams is survived by
who was in the insurance busi- Hill community was given a pin
evement Day, local exhibits spontwo daughters, Mre. W. C. Philness, was elected Commander of and certificate for 10 years of
sored by the Chain Store Group,
lips, who resided with her fathWarren Post, No. 23, American service as a club leader, other
Baby Beef
Show and
Sale,
er, and Mrs. Clay Norman, of
Legion, June 5, 1946, which post leaders being rewarded for hav- Animal Husbandry
Louisville, a recognition meeting
near Crayne, and two sons, Burning served for periods of one
A major concern in 1947 ha6
he served a year.
by
the Kiwanis Club,
were
ie, of Detroit, and Claude, of
been to increase feed supplies for
Survivors are his widow; two and five years.
Events i o which 4-H members
this county.
more efficient production of livebrothers, Curtis George, Route
participated.
In the early days of the oil in- stock and livestock products. As
6, and John T. George, Route 1;
Giles Criswell George
two sisters, Mrs. Randolph Brown dustry, gasoline* sbmetime3 was feed supplies are increased live- Work With Other
Funeral services for Giles Cris- and Mrs. Elmer Newby, both of dumped into streams because it stock numbers will play a more Agencies
important part in our economy.
well George, 52, prominent B o w - Princeton.
wa6 not marketable.
We have always had a fine
Through meetings,
county
ling Green civic and business
Cuba has about the same area
Interment was in Cedar Hill
working
relationship with the
agent column, news articles, perleader, were held at the First Cemetery.
as Louisiana.
A A A . We served them in an advisory capacity and conducted
educational work pertaining to
the program.
Vk f e w conferences were held
with the F S A supervisor. He was
assisted in an advisory way and
some farm people were directed
to his office for assistence.
Our relations with the Forest
Service representative were e x cellent. We directed many farmers to him for assistence in woods
problems and he advised with
us . on some of these probems
which were helpful in an overall farm plan.
We have been striving for electrte service for some parts of the
oOroty for several years. This
service is becoming a reality,
since lines of perhaps 60 miles
are now being built, some by
the Kentucky Utilities Company
and some b y the Pennyrile Rural Electric Cooperative.
We have always been blessed
with excellent cooperation from
business and civic groups in the
community. They have year after year sponsored recognition
meetings, achievement programs,
provided awards and cooperated
in every way possible for rural
improvement.
The schools have been open at
all times for 4-H club work,
meetings of famrers, etc. The suG A Y AND SPIRIT-LIFTING ARE BLOSSOMING IN
perintendent and teachers are
very cooperative.
OUR FABRIC DEPARTMENT!
The Farm Bureau possesses
much of the rural leadership.
Members provide leadership for
Wonderful, wonderful designs done on the smoothest, easiestcommittees. They are advisors.
They are a major source of rurto-sew cottons you ever dreamed of . . . in the most luscious
al help in any project undertaken. We cooperate with, and have
colors you could want to add zest to your Spring-Summer wardtheir wholehearted cooptration.

Advance

Caldwell Growers Get
Good Prices At
Brooks' Loose Floor
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FEDERATED
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Cannon Towels
Deep Soft Texture
Firm Weave and Long W e a r .

only 37c ea.

Mothers all over the country will
welcome the opportunity to buy
their needs at our low price of
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ATTENTION FARMERS

Blankets
3.98

REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner
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liees huvv tangled with the
bt.
traceries so thin and sharp
Llurred from sight,
[like pi lickings of a harp—
jk'ft, now r i g h t build perimeters of sound,
| light.

Presbyterians
To Have
Fellowship
Meeting

Central Presbyterian Church
will have its annual fellowship
supper and meeting of the congregation Wednesday night, Jan.
21. Th* program will begin with
supper at 6 o'clock, -served in the
church annex. The program will
include a flute solo by Miss
Lhyly, as if called to hear Joann Pickering.' Members and
J well-remembered melody— friends of the church will hear
lh ever dear—
financial statements and reports
Itering of stars come free
of progress during last year
]tu appear.
made by all the organizations.
I on the wind, staccato
Anneke Van Zindran Religious Film To Be

I Sallie Holds
|e" On 102nd

"Open
Birthday

|roximately 50 people at"open house" given by
Bailie Harralson at her home
Tirth Jefferson street, Mon[fternoon, Jan. 6, commemher 102nd birthday,
[lie receiving line were MesI Charles Gaddie and Ernobbins.
bur-layer cake, with the inlon, "Happy Birthday" and
jjmeral, "102" was presented
liss Sallie" by The First
^ian Church, of which she
devout member. A tribute
form of a toast was given
drs. Sam Koltinsky, liferiend of the Harralson fam-

|sts registering were MesA. P. Cook, Kelly MarD. Farmer, J. H. Morgan,
Blackburn, Pauline Klaspexter, Mo., J. L. Poole,
Lamb, E. R. Wilson, W.
vis, Emery Dobbins, MatIton, George H. Stephens,
Jones, Everett Wilson, Cliffuett, John E. Eison, Frank
ii, Jr., E. L. Williamson
Dn, Edwin, Bill Childress,
(Gaddie, R. C. Tuck, Clyde
eval and daughter, Ann
I, J. A. Stegar, Sam KolVera G. Bannister.
! and Mrs. Hearne HarralIr. and Mrs. Grayson Harand sons, Don, Lee and
1, Mr. and Mrs. G. G. HarMr. and Mrs. John Ed
Rev. and Mrs. Tom W.
and children, David and
lane; Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Rev. and Mrs. SumBrinson and her mothrs. Mossburger, of LouisMessrs. Webb Watkins,
Mo., and Everett Wilson.
Sunday, Jan. 5, preceding
Bailie's" birthday, the Rev.
Collins and six mem^f the youth congregation
First Christian Church
|t her home where comwas held especially for
^t this time, "Miss Sallie"
|»er birthday gift, $1.02, a
for each year, which cusas been a long-time tradimembers of the church,
lirthday donation has nevpn exceeded and probably
will, the Rev. Mr. Collins

|g People's Day To
fbserved At Church

ng Peoples' Day will be
|ed at the Central PresbyChurch Sunday. Jan. 23.
Westminster F e l l o w ship
I will conduct the morning
lp service and deliver the
pe of the day. The young
have chosen as their
"Jesus Christ is Lord",
will be given by Miss
Jo Linton, moderator, and
fancy Armstrong, J. C. Olind David Alexander on
of Westminster Fellowit affects Christian liv^iss Nellie Oliver will lead
yer. The program will be
ed by Miss Dottie Deen,
Clerk of the group and
Knceton Presbytery. The
High School Mixed Chorus
[ the direction of Miss Betale will provide music for
^vice. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
are adult counselors workIth the Fellowship Group.

At The Churches

Shown

Sunday

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Milton
Phelps, Fredonia, Route 3, on the
birth of a son, Charles Glenn,
January 6.
a

a

•

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Rogers,
Akers Avenue, on the birth pf a
son, John Wayne, January 7.

. Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam G. Pickering were visitors in Louisville
several days last week.
•

Night

Night, Jan.

19

•

A meeting of the Woman's
Council of the First Christian
Church will be held Monday
night, Jan. 19, in the recreation
parlor of the church. The devotional will be given by Miss
Clara Jean Cash, and the program will be conducted by Mrs.
Ethel French, who will discuss,
"Now Is The Time For Sharing."
Miss
Betty Lindle,
public
school music instructor, will present a girls' sextet, singing at
intervals during the program.
The social hour will be in
in charge of Mrs. Thomas Winters and her committee, which
includes Mesdames H. A. Travis,
Lemah Hopper, H. C. Lester,
Leamon Stallins, Anna French,
Arch Cash, Labe Hogan, Frank
Farmer, K. T. Vick and Miss
Jewell Davis.

•

•

•

•

Miss Betty Lindle spent last
week-end with friends in Owensboro.
•

•

•

Mr and Mrs. Al Thomas Page
and little daughter, Gail, have
returned to their home in Richmond after a visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. O'Hara,
Hopkinsville Road.
•

•

•

Donald Gtranstaff, student at
Western State Teachers College,
Bowling Green, spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff .
•

•

•

Bill Granstaff and Aaron Dillingham spent last week-end in
Kansas City, •Mo.,
• on
• business.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McGough
were visitors in Owensboro Sunday.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brown.
Sr., Paducah, spent last weekend with friends and relatives
here.
•

Mrs. Catlett To Present
Book Review At UDC Tea

•

•

Mrs. Hular Wynn and son, R.
L„ Eddyville, Route 1, were
A book review of Ben Ames here Saturday on business.
William's "House Divided", the
Gets
rpost important novel of life in Australia
the South during the War Be- British Used Cars
tween The States to appear since
Melbourne —(/P)— Australia is
"Gone With The Wind" in 1935,
now receiving from Britain Auwill be given by Mrs. Dollie M.
tomobiles forced off
English
Catlett, as a part of the program
roads by the ban on gasoline for
of the "Silver Tea" to be held
private motoring.
Thursday, Jan. 22, at 7:30 o'clock
Several of these used cars arat the George Coon Memorial Lirived in Melbourne on the ship
brary. The event is sponsored by
Antnor—specially constructed to
the Tom Johnson Chapter, UDC,
carry completed cars. The Antnor
of which all members and their
also brought about 300 new Britguests are invited.
ish cars which were driven away
from the dockside.

Lottie Moon

Circle

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mre. Claude Koltinsky,
Tuesday night, January 6, with
13 members and one visitor present.
Miss Mary Wilson Baker had
charge of the program, and the
devotional was given by Mrs.
W. E. Willis.
Present were Mesdames Wm.
Larkins, Cecil Smith, Robert Jacob, Gordon Glenn, Claude Kol-

tinsky, Frank Wilson, Willard
Moore, Robert Parslty, W. E. Willis, Mina Tom Ryan; Misses
Gwen Booker, Mary Wilson Baker, and Melville Young. Miss
Jackie Koltinsky wa3 a visitor.
The hostess, assisted by Miss
Mary Wilson Baker, Melville
Young and Jackie Koltinsky, served a delicious plate lunch.
The next meeting will be held
in February at the home of Mrs.
Robert Jacob.

re are more than 140,000
of oil pipe lines In the
States.

Rain For Charm's Sake
By Betty

The CYF of the First Christian
Church met at six o'clock Sunday evening. Charles Cummins
presided in the absence of Joel
Stallins, president. Twyman Boren was~in charge of the program
which followed the business session. Reports were given on progress made by members of the
"Youth Week" committee who
are planning for the activities
for the week of January 25-February 1.
Work was nearly completed on
the worship center which was
used for the first time Sunday
night. The CYF group, after its
session, occupied the choir loft
for the evening service. Every
chair in the choir section was
filled. •

Clarke

(AP Newsfeaturee Beauty Belter)

Lieut. Ralph H. Basaett, Jr., and his 14-year-old
bride, the former Luciana Parri, of Italy, leave the altar
of " T h e Little Church Around the Corner" in New York
City after their wedding. The bride arrived in the United
States eight days before the wedding with a group of
other prospective "war brides" from Leghorn, Italy, where
she met Bassett at an officers' dance in 1946. ( A P Wirephoto)
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.

Spite
Silver

Spoils
Wedding

Copenhagen —UP)— A farmer
and his wife in the Danish village of Ulsley sat waiting for
flowers and gifts on their silver
wedding anniversary, but only a
few closest members of the family appeared, bringing no gifts
On the following day they
BARBEE MEMORIAL
learned
that the local paper had
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
had
an
advertisement announcJ. P. Bright, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R. ing that the couple wanted their
anniversary "passed over in siC. Ethridge, Supt.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
lence."
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
David W: Schulherr, Minister
Police found the advertisement
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Sunday, January 18, 1848
had been inserted by a near relEvening Worship, 7 p.m.
9:45 Sunday School
ative who was at odds with the
Midweek Worship,
Wednes10:45 Morning Worship
farmer over a division of an inday, 7 p.m.
5:30 Westminster Fellowship
heritance.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
7:00 Evening Worship
p.m.
,
Exports of air express from
FIRST BAPTIST
You will find a welcome at all
the United States are seven
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
services.
times as large as imports by air.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
Kashmir is noted for its warm
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
To
Make
Good
Butter
and
delicate wool shawls.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
It is not difficult to make but7:30 Evening Worship.
ter on the farm, but constant attention must be paid to details
OGDEN MEMORIAL
if butter of good quality is to be
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor. made, says a University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Church School 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M. Home Economics leaflet called
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M. d:i "How to Make Farm Butter."
1
The most important of these deEvening Worship 7 P.M.
tails have to do with cleanliness
and accurate control of the temPENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev. perature of milk and cream.

Instead of frowning on the next
rainy morning try to think of a
day indoors as a blessing from
The Lord who probrbly arranges
bad weather occasionally to flow
down the mad pace of our citizens.
This pause that relaxes and
ties us to our home can be put
to many good uses. If you are
bored with the mending chores
and household routine, take a
day of beauty to do different
things to your hair and face. You
can have fun doing it and perhaps you will learn new charm
tricks.
Get the children off to school
before you attempt your reconversion program.
Most of us hesitate to change
our hair style. We will find that
it is "to long," "to short," "too
straight" or "too wavy" to handle
in a new choiffure. These are a
lazy lady's excuses.
There are few hair lengths
which can't be rearranged in a
number of styles other than the
one which you are wearing at
the moment. Only the extremely short styles preclude coiffure
experimentation.
Now you may wonder, "how
will I dream up new hair styles
when my knowledge is so limited."
Well, first, why not create a
style of your own? You can do
this by keeping in mind certain basic rules which will guide
you in planning a new hair
style.
If your face is wide, you might
work from a slanted side part
which will cut down the width;
if your forehead is high, bangs
may be your answer. If you don't
want to cut bangs before you can
s-'e how you look, comb some of
your back hair forward toward
your forehead, curl under and
pin in place. This will give you a
pretty fair idea of whether you
can wear this hairdo or not. However, If you decide to cut your
bangs before you decide on the
length, cut them long, then
shorten, until you have the proper length.
The girl with fairly long hair
can do a number of wonderful
coiffures in some of the new
styles. There is the parted-in-themiddle, braids around the ears

hairdo. Another for girls with
straight hair 1B t h e side part
which runs from the forehead
to the nape of the neck, the
hair on the full lide is gathered
together in one big sleek bun
and placed wherever it looks
best. The other side is set in one
curl that is anchored to the side
of the head with pins. There are
any number of attractive hairstyles which can be concocted.
Certainly, one can be found that
is unusual and just suits you.
If you are lacking in imagination, turn to your newspaper and
fashion magazine advertiesments
and select a few interesting hairstyles worn by models. Adopt one
or two that you think may look
well on you and assemble your
combs, brushes and water and
start to Work.
Your hair should be shampooed before this big beauty
event. However, if you are ill
with cold and your hair is oily
and in need of washing, use a
dry shampoo to clean it before
you start your hair creations.
However, don't use water to set
it if you do use the dry powder shampoo.

Elevator
Traffic
Gets A Big Lift
Philadelphia — (IP) — With
5,000 recently installed elevators
going into operation throughout
U. S. metropolitan areas in early 1948, at an estimated cost of
$60,000,000, the nation's lift census is approaching a record total
of nearly 400,000 units.
Some 17,000,000,000 passengers
yearly trave^ more than 241,000,000 miles in elevators, according
to a study of SKF Industries, Inc.,
precision bearing makers.
This study indicates that the
lift is now the nation's 'most
widely used mode of public
transportation. The 71,000,000,000
elevator passenger total compares
with 792,734,141 passengers car
ried yearly in trains; 9,000,000,000 in street cars; 10,045,387,000
on buses; 4,000,000,000 on subways and 13,000,000 in airplanes.
The average cost of the U. S.
weather service is about six
cents per capita each year.
The Belgians were first to use
a tank ship, carrying oil from the
United States.

Nothing so smart
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Very fashion-wise,
Swansdown

our

suit that

two colors! Slim

Modal

P^V

together

"GIBSON SAUCER"
t h e hat to top the new look costume.,
ThUT'DIGBY O R I G I N A L '
exclusive creation can be worn off
the face or forward.
A "Gibson Saucer* of felt with wide ribbon

•

bustle back—flattering veil.

®
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Phone 28
Princeton,. Ky.
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SU THEJE BIG, NEW GENERAL RICTIIC HOME FREEZERS AT

Princeton Lumber Co,
PHONE 2 6 0

Pure

CHARM

h a * a » pravMa mmftortwfl
frozen food

A warning H f M aa MM NA-« b f
ar

occasions.

in

T h e NA-4, four-cubic-foot modal,
boldt up to 140 pounds et frown
food.
The NA-S, tight cubic-foo«
•I. holds up to 280 pounds.
fr

a suit for

bolero,

Miron in new seashell

TWO MODELS
TO CHOOSE FROM

•

wrap-around

NA-S

Whether you lire in the city, town of country, you can enjoy
frozen food any time you want it. Ju«t retch into your spacious
General Electric Home Freezer and choose what you want.
Imagine having delicious strawberries in January or game food
any time of the year . . . freezing fresh fruit pies and other delicacies many months in advance. Meat, frozen when fresh, remains fresh andflavorfulfor many months. The delectable freshness is retained, and is safely protected at ZERO temperature.
A General Electric Home Freezer is a time-saving convenience,
with fewer trips to the market or to your locker plant; is a
labor-saving convenience because frozen food is so easy to prepare for the table.

THE

takes

skirt, a newly long

FOR
CITY
SUBURBAN
AND
FARM
USE

PRICE$329.75

rnie Scouts Hold
|lar Meeting
Brownies, composed of
cout beginners at Eastside
1 met Wednesday afternoon
[tarted working with raffel
making baskets and hot
official reported.
• their Christmas project,
roup made pot holders
were given to their mothfid on December 18 they
Christmas party in their
orn, which was decorated in
kliday motif with a Christl e e Gift® were exchanged
efreshments served.
Dwing the social hour, the
filled baskets with fruit
eft them at the Princeton
al and homes in the city
sickness and other misses prevailed. They sang
while distributing these

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Church-School attendance decreased five from the previous
Sunday when the mark reached
was 172, exactly 100 below the
active enrollment. Regardless of
present crowded conditions, parents are urged to send children
who are not receiving Christian
education to us, as we hope to
soon expand the facilities to accommodate many more children
and adults. Plans are going forward for a Laboratory Training
School to be conducted in our
church by National and State
leaders to train further teachers
of Christian Church schools of
this area of the State. This training session will be held soon after public schools are dismissed.
The annual Vacation Church
School will serve as the laboratory conducted by these leaders.
Visiting teachers, as well as our
local leaders, will observe improved methods of Christian
training. Help us to have 200 pupils present this Sunday at the
Church School. Visitors are always welcome to services of the
church.
CYF NOTES

OFFICER

Pj&Mj&nCill

Miss Katharine Garrett is
The first full length religious spending today in Evansville,
film to be produced by Protes- Ind.
•
•
•
tant Churches will be shown at
Mrs. T. L. Micthell, McGoodthe Central Presbyterian Church
Sunday night, Jan. 25 at 7 win strett, was called to Evansville last week on account of the
o'clock. "Beyond our Own" is illness of her sister, Mrs. Brown.
• • »
the title of this film which has
received outstanding commendaCol. T. A. Pedley, Jr., and
tion whereever it has been mother, Mrs. T. A. Pedley, of
Denver, Colo., arrived Monday
shown. The public is invited.
night for a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
G. M. Pedley and Mesdames
Woman's Council To Meet Lily M. Campbell and Grace
Brown.

Monday

ITALIAN GIRL WEDS ARMY
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Takes A Cow Boy
To Rope A Sheep Dog
Great Falls, Mont. — VP) —
When Patrolman Jack Peterson
saw a collie dog caught In the
current of the Missouri River, he
hurried to a neerby store, got a
lariat and tossed a loop expertly
over the head 6f the struggling
animal.
"It was easy," the officer said.
of consumer needs for such "I used to punch cows."
things as new stoves, washing
i n e s ,
refrigerators and other equipment, for stocking up on
sheets nnd other supplies; for re'
modeling houses, providing better
heating arrangements, installing
water systems, bathrooms and

it had rights to all northward
territory right up to the &4 degree
New York — If anybody isi 40 minutes latitude at the Alaska
betting on chances at war on ai border. The British had long
basis ot past performances, the' maintained a counter-claim, and
when discussion* got nowhere
odds now are against it.
• <
There are more examples ini war u l k began to mount Finally, however, an agreement was
American
I ^ ^ B w m a c h
history of serious in-I reached putting the Oregon bounternational arguments h a v i n g dary at forty-nine parellel, Its
been settled peacefully than there preeent border.
America had three o t h e r
are ot those that culminated in
brushes with the British. In 1863,
war
As against six declared wars in John Bull grew apoplectic over
which the United States has been the "wanton insult" given by U.
engaged since the Revolution, S. Marines who stopped a Britthere have been ten "times of ish steamer carrying two Confederate envoys on their way to
tension" which ended calmly.
War talk has been prevalent Europe. President Lincoln hastiduring much of the country's ex-' ly put an end to the war-like
^fc**
^^^jHRli
noises by releasing the envoys.
istence.
The colonies had barely got
Also during the Civil War the
going as a united government British built and loudly applaud!
when it looked as though they ed the successes of the famed
H ^
' I ^ I H B
might have to bare muscles Confederate cruiser Alabama and
against France. That was in the other vessels which preyed on
1770's. when the revolutionary Union shipping Northern hot.1
French government tried to get heads were, all for taking on the
America to take its side in its British too. And the feeling was
conflict with half a dozen Euro- reciprocated. Throughout
the
ean powers and Britain.
early part of the Civil War BritWhen the U. S. refused to in- ain and France both appeared BEGS FORGIVENESS—Steve Streck gets on bended knee
tervene the French began to hit eager to step in the struggle
out-side Circuit court, in Chicago to plead with his esat American shipping and de- against the "up-start Yankees."
tranged
wife, Anna, to drop her divorce suit, which chargmanded a loan as appeasement. Historians say the Northern viced
cruelty,
and agree to a reconciliation.
Mrs. Streck
All America took up the cry of tories at Gettysburg and VicksCharles Cotesworth Pinckney, burg, however, convinced them later left with her husband and said she would consider
ambassador to France: "Millions they were backing a losing his proposition to start anew. Victor Frohlich her attorfor defense, but not one cent for cause.
ney, watches the courtroom corridor drama. ( A P Photo)
tribute''
In 1895, when Britain allegedGen. Washington was beckoned ly violated the Monroe Doctrine up a French empire in Mexico a matter involving a remote litfrom retirement to command the in the Venezula-British Guiana during the Civil War and was tle
island—plus a hurricane
hastily forming army, American boundary dispute which had slow in removing his troops Un- which put both naval forces out
seamen armed their merchant been going on for more than half
ion veterans oiled their guns of effective action—are believed
ships and there were numerous a century, President Cleveland
for action. Napoleon, sick of the to be factors which led the Gerskirmishes at sea.
accused her of "willful aggres- Whole Mexican business anyway, man Chancellor Bismarck to
War clouds grew blacker and sion." Te threatened to "resist by
agree to a joint protectorate
ordered the army home.
even his bitterest political ene- every means" any British apTwice a show of strength over Samoa by the U. S., Germies announced their support of propriation of mineral-rich lands
averted
what might have de- many and Britain.
President John Adams' foreign which the U. S. regarded as
Thirteen years later Theodore
policy. Abruptly, in 179§, the new Venezuelan. In that case a "get veloped into out-and-out shootFrench dictator Bonaparte offer- tough" policy paid off because ing with Germany. In 1889, when Roosevelt saw red when German
a German consul hoisted ' his warships blockaded Venezuelan
ed a peace treaty.
the British public, recoiling from
There was another close call 1the "unthinkable horror" of war, flag on Samoa—over which the port3 to enforce a claims settleon 1846 after the Democrats had put pressure on their govern- U. S. had joint claims as a ment.
protectorate—and when German
elected James K. Polk president ment to arbitrate.
T. R. charged the Germans with
sailors trampled the American trying to get some control over
on a virtual war platform slo- i
Waving the big stick helped flag in the streets, President the approaches to the Panama
ganized as "Fifty-Foiy Forty or
Fight"
iproduce peace in several other Cleveland rushed warships to Canal, then building, and he orthe scene.
Under the terms of the Louis- tdelicate situations.
dered Adm. Dewey to be ready
iana Purchase, the U. S. claimed j When Napoleon III tried to set
The willingness of the U. S. in for action on an hour's notice.
By John L

Springer

BUICK

"With pent-up needs and available funds, each family has the
major task of making decisions
as to whether it will save dollars now and buy goods later
when prices go down or spend
now and pay higher prices.
Since the farm debts in Kentucky are generally at a relatively
low level and savings
comparatively high leVel, the farm
family may well consider using
a larger percentage of income
to provide for better living. Uness families make definite spending plans for both the farm and
improving living conditions for
the family, they may, in the next
few years, find savings and earnings dispersed without satisfying
their most important needs."
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Loans run from 10 to 83 years. Payable any am*
Bullour schq
any tim«. (Interest stops the day you pay.)
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N O APPLICATION OR APPRAISAL FEES
' Write or see
<id Shoo ting, i
r»t, Btperience.
J. D. Alexander, Sec'y-Treas.
H o p quinti
Phone 30
Princeton, Kento .ai tet should 1
•
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W H E N IN HOPKINSVILLE

RADIO
Repair
All Makes

The Ritz Cafe

Service Guaranteed

PRINCETON
LUMBER C O .

Enjoy our dejicious, well-prepared meals and our
quick, courteous service.

S. Seminary S t
Phone 290

E. Seventh St,
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Veenna —(SP)— At least one
Austrian publication has found a
lon-range solution to the current
paper shortage. The publisher of
Der Liebe Augustin, a comic
magazine, said his organization
has purchased a forest in the Russian zone with hopes bf someday
processing its own paper.
Roosevelt then demanded arbitration at the threat of war. The
German emperor backed down
hurriedly.
There has been tense moments
in 1891, too, when a Chilean
mob killed two American sailors in Valparaiso and injured
several others. This argument
was settled when the Chilean
government apologized and paid
$75,000.
Relations with Mexico were
strained during World War I. In
1914 the U. S. intervened against
the new revolutionary government there and the Navy even
held Vera Cruz for several
months. But that did not develop into declared war, nor did
the crisis in 1916 when President
Wilson sent troops under Gen.
Pershing to search out the bandit Pancho Villa who had raided the town of Columbus, N. M.
Bookies trying to establish
odd* on war or peace would not
find the whole answar in what
happened in the put, however.
I f s always easier to figure what
mad* the last war "inevitable"
than to M l what the current

BIG MAC*
DENIM _

Give Better Fit, Longer ffee

Second

situation really portends.

^

• Neetfa

^

LAXATIVE?

Black-Oraught is
1-tfsually prompt
2«Ususlly thorough
3-Always economical

8-oz. Sanforized* dcnim-tough, washable! Cyt over prad-J
uated patterns—for better fit in your size! Stretch all yon
want—Big Macs are double stitched, bar-tackcd at poiou
of strain! It all adds up, m e n - B i g Mac's your best buy!

ALWAYS A

New power for your
Today's Power, Today's
Performance,,
Today's Zip — ior Buicks
up to Ten Years Old!

M

this sounds too good to be
true. But it's a fact I

AYBE

Even if your Buick dates back as far
as 1937, you can have a hoodful of
factory-fresh Fireball power—a sleek
new power plant that's the same as
the engines going into the latest
Buick cars.
Everything about It la brand-new. A
new carburetor and air cleaner help
make every drop of fuel give up all
Its power. A new distributor, c o m plete with vacuum and centrifugal
advance, puts new snap in your getaway and new pep In all driving. A
whole new wiring harness prevents
electrical loes. And tucked In the
flywheel housing Is a new smoothie
of a clutch that'll make driving more
fun than ever.

Yes, it's all new, with the latest
Buick engine features you read
about—like precision cylinder boring, Oil-Miser rings, Stratoflow
cooling and so on.
You can get a new engine like this
because engine production la not
held back by the shortage of sheet
steel which limits complete-car production.
So we're able to put one of these

BUICK/
honeys into your car and make It
young again—give It new power and
performance that will get you set
for thousands and thousands more
carefree miles.

Beware Coughs

How much does It cost? Not nearly
what you'd expect—often less than
a comprehensive overhaul. And it's
a mighty good investment because
it makes your car worth so much
more when it comes time to turn
It in.

Creomulslon relieves promptly because lt goes light to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw. tender, lnflamod bronchial mucous m e m branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulslon with the understanding you must like the way lt
milckly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

Nice proposition, isn't It?
Surely worth talking
over. Won't you come
fWfjM
in and let us give you
Q
all the details?

UICK CARE

from common colds

That Hang On

CREOMULSION

t B U l C K S B E S T

PI

argsr, more dura
illy adjustable set
2% greater visibil
lew, rMr-corner \

To Start Wearing Now!

SPRING
COTTONS

for Coughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis

[Wronger, new frami
[Full-floating hypJ
wear axles t

W O R K SHIRTS
GREY COVERT

W h e n Your
Back Hurts
A n d Y o u r Strength a n d
Energy Is Below Par

Rowland Motor Company
e. Jefferson & Washington Sis.

MAN'S C H O I C E

It may l » caused by disorder of kidnay (unction that permit, poisonous
» < t « to i m i m v l t t , . For truly many
people (ad tired, weak and miaarabla
when the kldneya fail to remove eiceaa
acids and other waate matter from the
Mood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaehee, dlaaincsa,
getting np nights, leg pains, swelling.
RometTmea freqoenl ana eranty urination with smarting and burning la anotbar sign that something la wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
Thar* should be no doubt that prompt
treatment la wiaer than neglect. Una
/loon's /'ills. It la better to rely on a
medicine that has won countrywide aprovsl than on something leaa favorably
nown. /loan's hare been triad and teatad many rears. Are "at all drug stores,

C

n.,

Smart New Stylet!
Washable! Colorfast!
Racks and racks of new
cottons . . . glamorously
styled in 80-equare percales, poplins, broadcloths and chambrays!
Sweepakirt models, neat
tailored*, fussy feminine
styles and many others!
Checks, prints, plsids
and stripes. Sises: 12-52.

$1.59
Sanforised
BLUE

CHAMBRAY

$1.29
Sanforised

W O R K PANTS

Tough Enuf for Work!

WORK SHOES
1 n n e moisture proof sho*
are ideal for work. Sinfkj
or double leather soles, rwj
ber heels. Plenty of we«r
ing comfort plus long wWj
Black or chocolate bli» M
style. Sises 6-12.

WHIPCORDS

$2.79
MOLE^IINS

JACKETS

$3.49
Part Wool Lininf

Specially designed I
draulic truck braked
Valve-In-Head Thrj
Master or Load-MaS
engines

More efficient load
(stake and high-u

bodies)

New, thorough seall
Insulation

Standard cab-to-ax
length dimensions pi

emitting Interchange

i He rnh^Cc I'Oiy CCMUTCK,

TAKES MAN SIZED JOB —
Seated at her desk in Eust
Carondelet, 111., after the board
of trustees of East Carondelet, population 600, appointed
her as mayor is Mrs. Dorothy
Pugh, 31,
(above) railroad
yard clerk and mother of three
children.
Her
predecessor,
George L. Riebling, quit because the job was "too much
for one man." (AP Wirephoto)

Your Neighbors Sell

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Phone 974

You will receive courteous treatment and the
highest market price for your tobacco.

On a heavy-duty job,
give me new Advance-Design
and here's a "load" of reasons why

tjr Advance-Desiga
icks Have All These

(Call that " b r e a t h e s "
Flexi-Mounted cab

1 Stronger, n e w f r a m e s
hypold

'rear axles
Specially d e s i g n e d h y .
draulic t r u c k b r a k e s
Valve-In-Head

Thrift-

M a s t e r or L o a d - M a s t e r

Brother, how theee stronger, new frames atand-upl Wheelbases are longer, too, for better load distribution. And tha
brakes are exclusively designed for greater brake-lining
mntvtl

-

*—

-

engines

"CHJVROLET /I

M o r e efficient l o a d i n g
(«ttke

bodies)

and

"breathes" for comfort I . . . frsati air I*
drawn In from the outside—heated in
oold weather—and used air It foroed out-*
The cab it cushioned on rubber—Flex IMountad—with 12 inches more foot room
•nd eight inches more testing space.
There's 22% greater visibility, too, they
tall ma. Tha seat ia fully adjuatable. Man,
thialattl

Canberra— (/P) —Around 800
German scientists have applied to
the Australian Government to
work in this dominion and 250 are
being considered, Minister for
Postwar Reconstruction John J.
Dedman has announced. The applicants include
metallurgists,
chemists, micro-anaylsts, physicists, bio-chemists, electrical and
chemical engineers and instrument makers.

Stewart Oil Company
WHOLESALE

insulation

Hera's e special heavyduty job and an eitrasoecisl truck I Take your
pick from 107 different

Standard cab-to-axlslength d i m e n s i o n s p e r •"tains interchange of
bodies

• • • »nd MANY morel

tevens Chevrolet Company
Princeton,

Kentucky

&

RETAIL

We Have A Limited Quantity of
Z E R E X Permanent Anti-Freeze
GOULD BATTERIES
MILLER TIRES & ACCESSORIES
PENZOIL LUBRICANTS
ALL MERCHANDISE OFFERED FOR SALE
1
I
FULLY GUARANTEED.
Announcing Pick-up and Delivery Service
No Sale Too Small.
TRY OUR 1000 MILE GUARANTEED LUBRICATION.
If car or truck squeaks in less than thousand miles we will stop
squeak free.
— W E HAVE AMPLE SUPPLIES O F G A S O L I N E AND KEROSENE

Watch For Announcement of Formal Opening
W e will give a w a y , on this date, one set (4, 600-16) Passenger Car tires for cash equivalent in merchandise or 2 Truck
Tires.
STOP IN OUR STATION FOR PARTICULARS

SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT
Boys' and Men's Jackets

Britain Is Eating
Its Farm Horses
London —(JP)— Breeders will
see to it that the Suffolk Punch
and Percheon are spared, but the
dobbins in England's eastern
counties are finding their way in
increasing numbers to the dinner table.
Every week 200 farm horses in
East Anglia are being slaughtered and sent to the big cities to
provide off-the-ration meat, the
National Farmers' Union estimates.
The farmers say if the killings
go on at that rate, wagon and
plow horses will be as "rare as
the red deer." Work horses are
sold as meat for human consumption for $200 each.

Tallahassee, Fla. —(/P)— The
congregation of the Tallahassee
Heights Methodist church hasn't
got a complete house of worship
but it has laid a good foundation.
The church had 64 organizers
who managed to raise enough
money to begin construction.
However, funds ran out when
only the basement had been completed. So the church goers simply roofed the basement and now
hold services in it while working
towards finishing their church.

Men's goat skin jackets
all leather, full zipper
Heavy service weight lining CLOSE
Values to $22.95
Sizes 36 to 46

Child's Unionalls-strong J
and servicable - sizes 0 to 8

a h t
UU1

Men's blue chambray shirts
full cut, sanforized S i z e s l 4 t o
Leather Palm
Work Gloves

Trans-Jordan became an independent country in 1946 when
England gave up its mandate.
Blue Whales often exceed 100
feet In length and 100 tons in
weight. ,
Don't Foroat
AUTO
AUCTION
SALE
S a t u r d a y B e g i n n i n g « t 10:30
R a i n er Shine
13.00 I f T h e y D o n ' t S e l l
<10.00 I f T h a y D o S a i l
Anybody can Sell
. . .
. . .
Anybody Can
Buy
MAIN ST. CAR
EXCHANGE
A N D A U C T I O N CO.
Mopkinavllle,
Kentucky

—

PHONE 121-J

D A W S O N ROAD

high-rack

N e w , thorough sealing

Lining

Tennessee Beauty and Tennessee Shipper strawberries did the
best in variety tests at the Western Kentucky Experiment Substatiorr at Princeton last year.
Blakemore, most
popular
in
Western Kentucky, was second
best and all three produced ahead
of Aroma.
Weather was favorable for
strawberries and some yields
were heavier
than ordinary.
Also, in many cases, second and
third-year patches produced more
fruit than first-year fields near
by.
Acre production of first-year
plots at the Substation were:
Tennessee Shipper, 383 crates;
Tennessee Beauty, 367 crates;
Blakemore, 353 crates, and Aroma, 207 crates.

Church Goes
Underground

Uniweld, all-steel construction
Mffler, more durable,
M y adjustable seat
22% greater visibility
New, rear-comer windows
I Full-floating

Postal laws and regulations,
pertaining to the delivery of
checks for a number of benefits
administered by Veterans Ad-,
ministration, have been modified
for the greater convenience of
veterans and beneficiaries receiving the checks.
The ntew regulations alloy the
checks to be placed in city and
county poft office boxes, and in
mail receptacles on the routes
of city or rural mail carriers.
Checks affected by the ruling
mainly are for compensation and
pensions of disabled veterans and
beneficiaries of deceased veterans, and for subsistence allowances of veterans in training under the G. I. Bill and Public
Law 16,
Readjustment allowance checks
are not included by the regulation, for they are mailed from
state unemployment compensation agencies, charged with administering the readjustment allowance program.

German Scientists
Look To Australia

(BURLEY AND DARK T O B A C C O )

over gri
Ich all)
d at poii
f best bu
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The $175-$200 monthly income
for veterans taking education or
training under provisions of the
G. I. Bill affects only subsistence
allowance and does not limit
actual wages or salaries which
veterans may receive.
Veterans Administration officials said that although the law
provides that no subsistence shall
be paid beyond the point where
wages and subsistence together
total $175 monthly for veterans
without dependents, or $200 with
dependents, there is no limit on
wages or salaries which may be
paid veterans in education or
training status.
In cases where wages and subsistence combined exceed the
limitations, the subsistence payments are reduced accordingly
to keep within the ceilings. If
wages exceed limitations to the
extent that no subsistence can be
paid, veterans still may continue
their education or training under the G. I. Bill, but their enrollment will be charged against
their period of eligibility.

Yoorlobacco

Second and Virginia Streets

R M I N V C I V/IFJ
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Every
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Russian Traveler
To Address Farm
And Home Group

Organization

n

l.i
t _ »K_ « . . .
policy committee*
In the Senate
have a more elaborate setup,
with regular staffs on the government payroll.
The Senate has a conference
majority and a conference minority. Here the word conference
means • group or organisation.
ning and teamwork. It takes o r - These conference® meet to hear
ganisation when so many party about policy committee plans and
nu-tnber* have different views to voice their reaction to such
about what to do In such matters plana or other party projects.
The Republicans have a simias high prices, tax reduction and
lar conference In the House, but
help for Europe and China,
Besides the traditional major- the Democratic all-member ority and minority leaders and ganization there is called a cauwhips, caucuses and references, cus. Theoretically, any Democratthere are now majority and mi- ic House member who attends a
nority policy committees. White meeting of the caucus is morally
House and national committee bound to abide by its decisions.
Conference decisions are not bindliaison men
In this Congress, majority al- ing on senators.
ways means Republicans and mi- I A Senate or House party lead
er usuallyjlea^s in debate on imnority means Democrats
The policy committees of the j portant legislation, brings forSenate are composed largely of,ward party programs and keeps
"key" men, chosen because of in touch with the President if
leadership positions, experience the latter is a member of the
and geographical representation. leader's party.
The leader's support or oppoThey meet as occasion demands
to work out plans for party ac- sition to proposed laws generally
tion on important legislative mat- indicates the party's attitude.
In this Congress the Senate's
ters.
Somewhat similar committees Republican leadership has been
dealing with party policy in the divided. Sen. White of Maine,
House are the respective steer- majority floor leader, shares
ing committees. However, the leadership responsibilities with

By Alexander R. G«org»
Washington — Republicans and
Democrats in the congressional
battle of election-year 1W8 will
be shooting for at least one identical goal - the favor of a majority of the voters.
A good showing calls for plan-

The Kentucky Financial !
Responsibility Law
is still in effect — and it is just as important for every car owner to carry
Public Liability and Property Damage
insurance this year as it was in 1947.

SAFEGUARD YOUR RIGHT TO DRIVE
By Insuring With

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
S. Harrison St.

Recipe Of Week

Help
Yourself to:a
PLEASANT
LINE

Allow a little time between
colli to permit others to have
their turn at the line.

When another party on your
hne has an emergency, please
release the line quickly.

Complete calls quickly. This
assures better service for you
and your party line neighbors.

Be sure phone It p l a c e d
securely on hook after each
call. Remember, one phone off
the hook ties up an entire line.

I*<mrfrmtm4

•oil management, the use <_
•••d, discuase* the various!
tables grown in most K„
and tells what should
from January through t
month by month. Copies m
had from county and home,
or by writing to the Col|
Lexington.

Lists Garden Work
For Whole Season

A University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics circular called "The
Vegetable Garden
Month by
Month" should be of Interest to
thousands of families who expect to respond to the governBefore World War II k,
ment's call for more home garsources provided 96 percent J
dens this year.
It contains information about world's rubbed.

WOOD and COAL

RANGES
With Shelf
Without Shelf
MODERN MAID and ROYAL
LARGE RESERVOIRS
UTILITY DRAWERS
WHITE ENAMEL FINISH

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Company
(INCORPORATED)

MORE-MORE-MOR
F O R

Y O U R

M O N E Y

a t

A & l

MARVEL BREAD

Golden Oven Fresh Loaf of Marvel Ilren«l

Full Pound

Gets Big Corn Yield

Public Sale!
I will offer for sale, at the home of the late
C. E. Wolfe, on Jan. 24, at 10 o'clock, located
9 miles South of Princeton, 1 mile Southwest of
highway 91, the following property:
1 - Allis-Chalmers tractor R. C.
(Disc harrow and plow included)
1 - 1934 Ford Car (in good shape)
1 - John Deere mower •
1 - John Deere cultivator disc
1 - Rastus
f:' "
1 - Hay rake
1 - Wagon
2 - Turning plows
1 - Cut-off saw
2 - Cream separators
1 - Cider mill (new)
3 - Wash kettles
2 - Work mules—1 eight year old mare
2 - Cows entitled to a register
1 - Sow, 7 shoats
1 - Boar
1 - Pair scales
1 - Scrapper
Household and kitchen furniture
Other articles too numerous to mention.
Terms will be known day of sale

Robert L . Wolfe,
COMPANY

lb

SMOKED HAM

Melvin Kenyon of
Massac
Creek community in McCracken
county grew 156.8 bushels of hybrid corn on an acre. He told
County Agent Joe Hurt that this
was as much as he grew on any
four acres on the rest of his
farm. There were about 25,000
Federal prisons in the United stalks on the acre. A ton of comStates are under control of the plete fertilizer was used.
U. S. attorney general.
The United States has a 99The first synthetic dye oV comyear lease on air bases in New- mercial importance was produced
foundland.
in 1856.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE A N D TELEGRAPH

P. Cooper of the University of
Kentucky, and R. O. Lee, General
Motors public relations expert.
The
Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers will meet the last
day.
An exhibit of farm and home
equipment will again be a feature of the convention.

John Strohm, associate editor
of The Country Gentleman, who
traveled in.Russia after the war,
will mfke two addresses at the
36th annual Farm and Home
Convention at the University of
Kentucky Experiment Station in
Lexington Jan. 27-30.
Hq will speak to the farmers
the morning of the first day 011
the subject, "What I Saw Behind the Iron Curtain," and In
the afternoon of the same day
will speak to the women's session on "The People Behind the
Iron Curtain."
Other subjecte at the general
session for farmers the first day
include farm cooperatives, the
farm outlook, and improvements
in agriculture. Awards will be
made in the Kentucky corn derby the first clay of the convention.
Sectional meetings Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 28, 29
DIMAGGIO HAPPY OVER C O N T R A C T - J o e DiMaggio and 30, will give special consid(right) shows his arm to unidentified sports writers at a eration to soils and crops, stockconference in New York (Jan. 6) where he announced raising, poultry-raising, dairying,
the rural community and church,
that he was "very happy" and "quite satisfied" with the
farm management, agricultural
new contract he signed with the New York Yankees. Di- engineering and fruit production.
Maggio declined to reveal terms of the contract,
but Several farm organizations will
George Weiss, general manager of the Yankees conceded meet during the week.
Women will meet in Memorial
it "approached" $75,000. ( A P Wirephoto)
Hall all four days. Speakers will
three other Republican senators.
include Mrs. Rahmeh Mansour
Sen. Vandenberg of Michigan is
Jacobs of Jerusalem, in a talk on
generally j-egarded as Republican
the Holy Land crisis; Mrs. LuelA good main dish to take the
leader on international questions.
la Canterbury, Chicago psychoplace of meat at supper or dinSen. Taft of Ohio, chairman of
ner combines cheese and eggs logist; Celeste Carlyle, Chicago
the Majority Policy Committee,
with spaghetti. Rich in goodness,
and Sen. Milliken of Colorado,
it will be a favorite recipe with
who presides at meetings of the
all members of the family, preconference majority, are co-lcaddicts Mrs. Pearl Haak, specialist
ers with White on home-front
in foods at the UK College of
matters.
Agriculture and Home EconomDemocratic leadership in the
ics.
senate is much more unified. Sen.
Spaghetti Souffle
Barkley of Kentucky, minority
1 cup cooked spaghetti
floor leader, presides over the
(Vt box)
minority policy committee and
1 cup milk
the conference minority. In the
1 cup grated cheese
House Rep. Halleck of Indiana
4 tablespoons butter or
is the majority floor leader.
margarine
However, much of the Repub3 eggs
lican leadership in the House is
4 tablespoons pimento
in the hands of Speaker Martin
1 tablespoon green pepper
who presides at meetings of the
1 tablespoon minced onion
conference majority and the Re1 tablespoon parsley
publican steering committee. Rep
1 teaspoon salt
Rayburn of Texas, former speak% cup bread crumbs
er, presides over the Democratic
Cook the spaghetti in rapidly
caucus in the House. Rep. Murboiling, salted water. Heat milk
dock of Arizona is chairman of
in double boiler, then add cheese
the Democratic steering commitand butter to melt. Stir in beattee.
en egg yolks and add with other
Both parties have a "whip" in ingredients to the spaghetti. Fold
the Senate and the House. The in beaten egg whites last. Place
whip is an assistant to the leader. mixture in greased baking dish
It's his job to see that party and bake in a slow oven, 350 demembers are present when im- grees, for 1 hour.
portant bills are to be voted
Menu: Spahgetti souffle, butA & P SUPER RIGHT MEATS SAVE YOU MONEY
upon. House whips have from
i
tered
broccoli, harvard beets,
three to six assistants. They often
work on a regional basis in help- orange and grapefruit salad, rolls,
READY TO EAT SHANK END
ing round up members when butter and spice cake.

their votes are needed.
Sen. Wherry of Nebraska is
Republican whip in the Senate.
Senator Lucas of Illinois is Democratic whip. Rep. Arends of Illinois is Republican whip and
Rep. McCormack of Massachusetts Democratic whip in the
House.

PARTY

health commissioner; President
H. L. Donovan and Dean Thomas

Treat Your Family to a Delicious

J O H N E. Y O U N G
Phone 25

stylist; Dr. P. K B l a c k e r b y , state

Administrator

Smoked Picnics

57c

4 to 8 lb. avg- lb.

Bacon Squares

Cello wrap

Beef Roast

lb.

450

Ground Beef

Fresh lean

lb.

430

Pork Sausage

Pure Bulk

lb.

450

Boston Butts

S m o k e d 4 to 8 l b

Fresh Picnics

avg

Short Shank

Fr

yers

^ DRESSED

Baby White Fish

lb.

GOLDEN WHOLE
GRAIN CORN
12 OZ.
CAiN

15*

2

Tangerines

FANCY QUALITY
NO. 303
CANS

Grapefruit

35*

420

lb.

690

PEACHES

IN SYRUP
NO. 2Vi
CAiN

320
Full Dressed lb.

COCOANUT (Large Size)

LAYER C A K E
Donuts

ea.

JANE PARKER

Raisin Bread
Potato Chips

ICED
Jane

parker

loaf

12 o z p k g

Spanish Bar Cake

pA

Angel Food Ring

JBiAi

DAIRY

Lard

KRAFTS

450

35*

46 OZ.
CANS

SURE GOOD

OLEO
MARGARINE

38*

I-LB.
CTN.

Cheddar

„

lb. ctn. $1.19

_

Sharp Cheese

SOAP

PURE AND MILD
MED.
BARS

24*

LUX FLAKES Rich Safe Sods
LG.
.
SM. PKG.
PKG.
W
l«V4c

A & P

lb loaf

Sunnybrook Grade A med. Ctn. doz.

2

2

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

10

,

Ma.ne

50

Cabbage

lb. bag

Jumbo Stalk

NEW GREEN

2

Sweet Yams
5

lb.

^ ^

690

GRAPE

PINT
BOTTLE

JUICE

QUART
BOTTLE

^

19*
37*

COFFEE

ibS.

*

lb. bag

1-lb. bag

SULT.

Cherries

A()

Beans
Sugar
Pumpkin

No. 2 can

Ocean Spray No. 300 can

Gr. North, bulk

CIGARETTES

lbs.
1
1 0

GRANULATED
GOOD

lb. baj

ctn. incl. tax

, _

cream

.

Sliced Peaches

Chum Salmon
Chew. Gum

1 ^\
J

<jes. ^ pkgs.

2 „

„„

No. 2% cans

No. 1 tall can

or Life Saver Mints

SHORTENING
LB.
n
^ft
I-lb. can
CAN
) | J U
47c

91
1

No. 2% can

QUALITY

Sparkle Chocolate j c e
Del Monte e i .

^ ^

No. 1 tall can

R.S.P.

Cranb. Sauce

SPRY

16* 3

*

8 O'CLOCK (3 lb. hag $1.15)

115 WEST COURT SQUARE
All Prices Subject To Change Due To Market Conditions

BATH TOILET SOAP
SIZE
bar

2|

PANTRY SAVINGS

A&P Food Store
PALMOLIVE

A1

lb,

3

Yellow Onions

41

$2j

Jb b a g

POPULAR BRAND

(50-lb. tin $14.49)

IVORY

290

2 £ 95c

CHED-O-BIT
Velveeta

490

No

doz.

, K mesh
V W
lb.
bag

0

U.S. No. 1 Maine
u g

lb. bag.

2

SIZ£

1

Fruit Cocktail

FLORIDA

180

SAVINGS

CHEESE FOOD SPREAD

15*

14 OZ.
BOTTLE

Ctn. doz.

^

23*

TOMATO
CATSUP

69c

LG

8

Pascal Celery

GOOD QUALITY

BAKERY SAVINGS

Potatoes
Potatoes

CALIFORNIA

3 lbs. 25c I
3 lbs. 29c I
3 lbs. 35(1

FLORIDA

P E A S

590

lb.

W A S H I N G T O N BOX APPLES
ROME BEAUTY
RED DELICIOUS
WINES APS

Oranges
GREEN GIANT

590

lb.

on/y

GARDEN FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLE^

NIBLETS -

450

Any Chuck cut

L o a f

pkgs.

IVORY SNOWl

Safer for Silks and
LG.
->n
SM. I
PKG.

38*

RINSO

SAFE SOAPY RK'H
SM '
LG.
"JO ,
PKG.
W
*

3,

H
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Kentucky Committee Says Soil
Management Is Vital Problem

KENTUCKY

'Old Policy Court
Story Tells Of
Strange Event

T h e toil it Kentucky's mast ernment-owned forested lands.
In the care and improvement
important natural resource," was
* the keynote expression of Dr. of the State's most important na(Continued from Page One)
Arthur C. MeFarlan, head of the tural resources, soil, the report
an SOS—"Save
Our said 'dummy, how do you feelT'
Geologv department of the Uni- canries
The negro answered at once
versity of Kentucky, in present- Soil" message. It recommends
"very well. I thank y o u "
use
of
land
according
to
its
capaing a report on Kentucky's naThose In the court room were
biity, increase of soil fertility,
tural resources to member organconservation of moisture and run- dumb-founded. Then the hobo
isations of the Committee for
off water, good pastures, drain- pointed the stick at Chief WilKentucky Thursday night, Janage of wet lands to return them son's bloodhound and said 'dog,
uary 8, at the Henry Clay Hotel to productivity, maintenance of have you had your breakfast^'
in Louisville.
an adequate livestock water sup- the dog answered, *yes sir.'
"Although Kentucky is primar- ply, and use of good farm woodThis was too much for Parson
ily an agricultural State, the val- land management.
Griffin and Maj. Tomlinson, both
ue of our raw mineral products
fainted; Mayor Garrett had a fit,
The meeting of the member
a 40% to 50% of the State's toChief Wilson and Till Klrk fell
organizations at the Henry Clay
tal agricultural products," the Hotel was presided over by Har- out of their chairs. Judge Colereport continue®. These mineral ry W. Schacter, president of the man hid under the desk, and
your reporter, prayed for wings.
products are in the main, coal, in Committee for Kentucky.
During the excitement the hobo
which Kentucky ranks fourth in
walked away. Chief Wilson said
the Nation, petroleum and naturhe would not hunt him, he had
al gas. Flourspar and clay are Keen Johnson To Head
sooner tackle a buxz-saw than a
other important mineral resour- Children's Hospital Drive
ces of a sedimentary nature
Former Governor Keen John- fellow who could i^ake his dog
which could be more extensively son will supervise a State-wide talk Mr. Samuels was phoned,
developed to raise the level of drive to raise $850,000 for the and said the hobo had been at
his house last night, also that
State income.
Children's Hospital, Louisville, it
Water,resources as a source of was announced by Rogers Mor- the negro woman had been killtransportation, electric power, do- ton, general chairman for the ed 25 years ago in the barn.
Citizens are excited, some
mestic and industrial supply, campaign. Mr. Morton said the
and as a means of sewage dis- campaign will be carried on think the fellow was a hypno- F A R E W E L L OF QUADS—The Cirminello quadruplets,
posal. were also discussed in the throughout the State. The Chil- tist and hypnotised the whole Maureen, Michael, Kathleen and Eileen, are shown in
report, which is a product of dren's Hospital is the only such court. But the dumb negro can Philadelphia as they prepared to leave their home for
the cooperative effort of a num- general hospital serving Kentuc- talk. The negroes are terribly Washington, D. C. where they will make their home. Beexcited believing judgment day
ber of experts in the field. Serv- ky. The drive seeks to raise funds
is at hand, and a protracted hind the quads are their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
ing with Dr. McFarlan, who to add 75 beds. Mr. Johnson is
meeting will begin at once in all Cirminello. The father is employed by the Securities and
heads the Committee on Natural vice president of the Reynolds
the colored churches."—Specta- Exchange Commission and is transferring to Washington
Resources for the production of Metals Company and part owner
tor.
along with SEC which will make its headquarters in the
the Committee for Kentucky re- of a Richmond newspaper.
port, were Lyle R. Dawson, Head,
Nation's Capital. ( A P Wirephoto)
Russia Lays Claim
Department of Chemistry; CharHydrogen is obtained largely by
A pound of whole milk powder
les S. Crouse, Head, Department Tom West Named Road
To Daylight Movies
separating water into hydrogen can be made from 3.72 quarts of
of Mining and Metallurgical En- Supervisor For District
1
Moscow
— (IP ) —A
daylight
and oxygen by electrolysis.
milk.
gineering; Daniel K. Hamilton,
Tom West has been named dis- movie
projector a n d screen
Department of Geology; Perry E. trict supervisor of State and rur- have been perfected in the
Karraker, Professor of Soils; al roads for Caldwell, Lyon, USSR, it is claimed by the newsWilliam S. Ligon, Associate Prof- Trigg and Christian counties, paper Komsolom Pravda. The paessor of Soils and Dr. J. R. succeeding Garnett East, who per said a test had been held in
Schwendeman, Head,
Depart- served as road supervisor for the hall of the Politechnical
ment of Geography, all of the this area under the administra- Museum and had been hailed as
University of Kentucky aiyi Earl tion of Governor Simeon Willis. a success.
Wallace, Director, Division of Mr. West was formerly a Chris"Scientists have been working
Game and Fish and Harrod B. tian county road engineer.
for a long time on the problem
Newland, Director, "Division of
of showing films during dayForestry for the Commonwealth
Livestock
Market
light," said the announcement.
of Kentucky.
Sales on the Princeton LiveThe inventor is R. I. Novitsky.
The Committee's report pointed stock Market Monday were fully
The new device, it was anout that there is a serious de- $1 higher than last week and ac- nounced, enables the spectator
pletion in the forested areas of tive at the advance compared to see perfectly from every
the State. In its plan of action, with last week, it was reported angle.
presented by Mr. Harold Brown- by Brad Lacey, manager. Total
Novitsky's screen is said to be
ing, Commissioner of Conserva- head sold was 758. Baby beeves made of "organic glass."
tion of the Commonwealth of topped at $26; No. 1 veals, $31;
Kentucky, it was recommended and hogs, $28.
that more attention be given to
Attention
conservation and reforestation. In Hospital
A class of kindergarten chilThere are about one and a half
Mrs. Ocie Gardner, Varmint dren will be started in the basemillion acres of wasteland, suit- Trace Road, was removed to the ment of the First Christian
able for tree growth in the State Jennie Stewart Hospital, Hop- Church Monday, Feb. 2. Those
which could be developed into kinsville, Tuesday, f o l l o w i n g interested please call 271 or 6ee
forested areas. Of Kentucky's treatment at the Princeton Hos- Mrs. George H. Stephens, 207
11,857,101 acres of forested areas, pita. Her condition is reported Shepherdson Street.
only 650,140 acres are govern- to be unimproved.
M.
ment owned. This means that
A quart of milk is eqpal in enmore than 11 million acres of
In 1914, only 10 percent of the ergy value to a pound of lean
forested areas in the State are
dye consumed in the United beef.
outside the protection and manStates was produced in this counChlorine dioxide is very effiagement which is devoted to govtry.
cient for bleaching flour.

m

Thursday, January 15(

Classified Ails
You can save 16 cents of your
paint- dollar by using RED
SPOT. Joiner's.
tfc
FOR SALE: Four-room house
near Shirt Factory; newly decorated; garden, chicken yard
and outbuildings. See Oeorgia
Dalton, 104 Cox St., after 5 p.m.
or during noon hour.
ltp

Masonic Meetings

Clinton Lodge No. 82
the following dates for v.
Permanent. Write today. McJanuary 16th. 1948, 7 p J"
NESS COMPANY, Dept. A,
First Degree.
Freeport, 111.
2tp
January 21st. 1948, 7 p ,
COMPLETE lubrication, wash- Third degree.
January 30th. 1948, 7 p ,
ing, polishing and simonlzlng
of cars and trucks. Mitchell Second degree.
Brothers take notice.
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc
———
—
—— I brothers welcome
KENNEDY RADIO S E R V I C E Chandler M- •<
E
B
302 Green St. Phone 365-J. We
£ W Towerv%
pick up and deliver. Service
° W' T°Wery'
.
3tcSi
guaranteed. George Gallaher,
service man.
tfc

PIANOS — RADIOS-r-ORGANS
— SOLOVOX.
Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main. Hopkinsville, Ky. FOR RENT:
3-room house, 1
Ph. 652-M.
52tp
mile from Princeton. Electric
lights and water. Couple preFOR S A L E
ferred. References
required.
One Moore's Heater ;
$25 a month. Call or see Mrs.
in good condition.
H. A. Travis, Eddyville Road,
See Saul Pogrotsky,
Rt. 1. Phone 751-W.
ltc
Finkel'n Fair Store.
ltc
HELM'S PULLORUM PASSED
FOR RENT: House on Varmint
CHICKS—Holder three worlds
Trace Road. William G. Pickrecords—R.O.P. sired matings.
ering.
He
Government Approved.
Hundreds
in
brooders.
Sexed
FOR SALE: Nice 5-room houes;
chicks. Free Brooding BulleNichols addition. See the owntins.
HELM'S
HATCHERY,
er and inspect. A bargain.
near
Hitchyard.
16tp
Phone 840-W.
ltc
LUMBER BUYER: Permanent; LARGE SIZE standard flower
pots. A. H. Templeton, florist.
must have experience and conPhone 103-J.
tc
nection for
buying
Cedar,
Beech and Poplar. American NOTICE: For heavy hauling
Lumber Products, 17th St Buranywhere, anytime, call H. C.
nett Avenue, Louisville, KenRussell. Phone 64.
tfc
tucky.
3tc
Strayed Tp My Farm: 7 head of
Once you use RED SPOT 4-hr.
cattle. C. T. Jones, Princeton,
enamel you'll use no other.
Ky.
3tp
Joiner's.
FOR SALE: Antique drop-leaf
Reliable man with car wanted to
table. Call Mrs. Robert Boyd,
call on farmers in Caldwell
Eddyville 3211.
ltc
County. Wonderful opportunity. $15 to $20 in a day. No ex- ROOMS FOR RENT: 317 Baldwin Ave., Princeton. Call
perience or capital required.

Executors' Notice

All persons indebted to |
tate of Mrs. W. P.
JB
Henry will settle same wiJJ
undersigned and all
ing claims against said I
present them to the unde
properly proven, on or|
February 28, 1948.
Annie F. Wood
Frank Wood
Executors Mrs. W. p. i
M) Henry Estate. 3tc~]

Administrator's Notice!
All persons knowing ty
ves Indebted to the estate i
late C E Wolfe will plea,]
forward and settle on or I
February 2; and all persons]
ing claims against said
will present them prompt
payment.
Robert L. Wolfe, admini
Cerulean, Ky.
3tp-jJ
American Indians used
leum as medicine and for i
their bodies before the
of the white men.
Mrs. Robert Boyd, Edi
3211.
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Dresses

Loving CUP Ccffee
The coffee with the wonderful flavor

lb. 39c,

3 lbs. fcr $1.12

12*

PRID7 OF CALIFORNIA

G R E E N B E A N S cut, 19 oz.can

10*
19*

BOND'S

SAUER KRAUT

2 9 oz. can

Dill Flavored Snack, AUNT JANE

PICKLES

2 4 oz. jar

LITTLE MILL

MUSTARD G R E E N S 19oz.can
ALICE

T O M A T O S O U P lOVfe oz. can
Clapp's or Gerber's, strained, asst.

BABY F O O D

can

10*
6*

7H

Sugar House, blk, gen New Orleans ^ j

M O L A S S E S lb. 15tf, 10 lbs
NAAS

T O M A T O JUICE 18 oz. can
HUNT'S

15 oz. can

Fruit Cocktail
SOUTH HAVEN

CHERRIES

19 oz. can

KELLOGG'S

ALL BRAN

10 oz. pkg.

GOODWIN, PURE CLOVER

HONEY

1 lb. jar

^

io*

25*
25*

18*

40*

CORN

CARROTS

APPLES bu. $3.45, 8'lb. b a g
Rome Beauty, U. S. No. 1

APPLES bu. $3.25, 8 lb. b a g

59*
59*

19 o z . c a n

FLOUR
Pancake Flour

2 0 oz. pkg.

LA CHOY

Vegamato Juice

CADILLAC, STANDARD

APPLE S A U C E

19 oz. can

IRELAND

PUMPKIN

2 9 oz. can

PURE CANE

S U G A R 2 5 lb. paper bag
GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS
QUICK

QUAKER OATS

lb.

$2.41
69*

small pkg.

VEGETABLES
Winesap, U. S. No. 1, Turley

APPLES bu. $3.45, 8 lb. b a g
IDAHO

P
PO
OT
TA
AT
TO
OE
ES
S

MEAT

10 lb. b a g

18*

59*
63*

8 lb. bag 39tf
SPECIALS

3 0 f NECK BONES

NU MAID O L E O M A R G A R I N E

,b.

20*

lb. 39tf

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

_

10*

12i*

5 lbs.

PORK

LIVER

26*

4 6 oz. can

m

_

,

Ladies Suits
1-4
to
1-2
of
HATS

$2.10
20*

2 5 lb. b a g

BUCKWHEAT, AUNT JEMIMA

HATS

3981

$100

O R A N G E JUICE 4 6 oz. can
LITE FLAKE

All sizes - All colors
Values to 19.98 - Sale

Values to 5.98

, 25*

DONALD DUCK

O R A N G E S , Floridq, large juicy
WEEKEND

6 Big Groups

20*
10*

19 oz. can

JACKSON, DICED

FRESH FRUITS AND
Golden Delicious, U. S. No. 1

19 oz. can

Stokely, Fancy, Honey Pod

PEAS

Mapy Less Than 1-2

12*

PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA

RAINCOATS

Values to 6.98

$198

$998

$11' 8
I All Size Dresses
All Color Dresses

PURSES
1 Group

50c

r

<Uee*

ONE

GROUP

SPRING COATS
SLIGHTLY

SOILED

1-2 PRICE

MATERNITY
DRESSES
All Reduced

BLOUSES
1 Large Table

1-2 price I
ALL LADIES

Winter Glovesl
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G O L D N A M E R S S A L E S Are Always SENSATIONAL
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